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Farm. Read the full story on page 10.
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“OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO”
As the title to one of the stories in the magazine and, of course, the famous
Dr. Seuss book, “Oh, the Places You'll Go" is a theme in this issue of Wayne
County Magazine. As you read the stories in the magazine, you will be
reminded that people from Wayne County have traveled the world, lived in
numerous places across the United States, served in major leadership positions, and experienced adventures few can only imagine. It is not surprising,
however, that they find themselves back in Wayne County, where the saying
“there’s no place like home”, rings true.
In a time where it seems that there are so many negative things happening
in our country, we pause to be thankful for our community. We are blessed to live in Wayne County where we can celebrate the successes of our
neighbors and applaud those who make such a difference to so many. It is
our pleasure to work with the talented writers, photographers, designers and
fabulous advertisers. Thank you for partnering with Wayne County Magazine to showcase our great community.
After numerous requests from our readers, you can now have Wayne County Magazine delivered to your home by purchasing an annual subscription.
Subscriptions are available online at showcasepublicationsga.com or by
emailing us at info@showcasepublicationsga.com. A subscription to Wayne
Count Magazine makes a great gift for friends or family members who live
out of town.
As always, we want to thank the advertisers that make this publication possible. Please be sure to visit them and buy local. Wayne County Magazine
looks forward to continuing to showcase the amazing people and places
of our community that makes Wayne County the place “where it all comes
together.”

Connie &John Riddle

info@showcasepublicationsga.com
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ARTICLE - ENCOURAGEMENT

ZIP IT, LOCK IT,
AND PUT THE

Key
IN
YOUR
POCKET

W

BY MELISSA MOXLEY

hen my daughter was small she had a
wonderful pre-k teacher. This lady had a
way with children and with words. If her
room full of four-year-olds got too rambunctious or talkative, she would run her fingers across her
lips and say, “It’s time to zip it-lock it-and put the key in
your pocket!” The children would immediately imitate her
zipping motion across their lips and then put an imaginary
key in their pants pocket. The entire atmosphere in the
room would change.

At the time, I thought this was a cute way to get them to
settle down and get ready to learn. However, when this
quote came back to my remembrance a few months ago, I
realized it was genius.
How many times in life has something happened to you
that your initial response was to “speak your mind”? I
am going to let you in on a little secret….everyone is not
going to like you; everyone is not going to look after your
best interest, and everyone is not always going to speak
well of you!” Still, none of those things should have any
bearing on how you handle the criticism. Maybe you’re
8
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thinking, “I have done nothing to this person. I don’t
deserve the unkind things that they are saying about me or
doing to me.” It is human nature to want to fight back and
tell others how unfounded the accusations against us are.
However, it is in moments like these that the pre-k teacher’s words shine. Zip it-lock it-and put the key in your
pocket! You see, just like those four-year-olds, whenever I
am surrounded by noise and contention, and I quiet myself,
there is always a lesson that follows. One example of this
is: Lack of character will always reveal itself in the end!
We are taught this principle in the Bible. “Whoever would
love life and see good days must keep their tongue from
evil and their lips from deceitful speech. They must turn
from evil and do good; they must seek peace and pursue
it. For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous and his
ears are attentive to their prayer, but the face of the Lord is
against those who do evil”. 1 Peter 3:10-12
So whenever you find yourself the target of someone’s unjust words or deeds, realize that they have no power without
a reaction from you. Dramatic situations don’t always call
for dramatic responses. Subtly run your fingers across your
mouth and quietly recite the words of the pre-k teacher!

EXPECT MORE

ENROLL TODAY AT COASTAL PINES TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

OVER 130 PROGRAMS

7 LOCATIONS

FREE GED CLASSES

ONLINE CLASSES

Equal Opportunity Institution

CONTINUING ED COURSES

DUAL ENROLLMENT

SCHOLARSHIPS

COLLEGE EVENTS

877.332.8682

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

ENROLL TODAY
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LINDSAY
THOMAS

South Georgia
WORKS TO BRING TOGETHER THE BEST OF

STORY BY D. FRANKLIN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTIE GENAUX PHOTOGRAPHY

Nancy and Lindsay Thomas at their
home at Grace Acres Farm.
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n a non-published book that
Lindsay Thomas penned
in the years before he left
South Georgia for the halls
of Congress, he wrote of his
boyhood and the view afforded him and his friends from
the top branches of a large
magnolia tree. From there, the boys looked
over the hamlet of Patterson, taking in the
everyday happenings of small town life from
funerals to the corner filling station, pretending to fight alongside the statues in the county
courtyard and finding in those high boughs a
refuge whenever needed.

u

A sign marks the entrance to Grace Acres Farm and the old Captain C.C. Grace
home, still located on the farm in Screven. The 19th Century home is on the
Georgia Historic Preservation List.

“But one day we would all come down out of the tree, and we
would feel that we were too old to go back there to hide and
to dream the dreams of little boys. We would go to the funerals, some would become soldiers, and we would find that
even though the little world around us would resist change as
stalwartly as the granite greatcoat of the old-soldier statues
resisted the elements, the changes would come, and we would
think longingly of the towering sanctuary of the old magnolia,” he wrote.

and his Aunt Mary. Today he operates Lindsay Thomas Consulting and represents Southern Ionics Minerals and Rayonier
Advanced Materials.

Since that time Lindsay Thomas has spent his life looking
over and representing that “little world” and helping to usher
it through the changes that are rapidly reshaping this part of
the world. Even though he voluntarily left the U.S. Congress
in 1993, he has continued to be a leader for South Georgia
and a stalwart voice for what makes this part of the country
such a great place to live.

u

Although it is difficult to encapsulate the many achievements
of his busy life, the areas of his interests and activities have
always centered around small-town rural Georgia; local
leadership; the natural resources of the area and the synergy
among these areas.
In 2009 Thomas retired from his professional career and
returned home to Grace Acres Farm, just outside of Screven.
Years ago, he inherited the 1,000-acre farm and a love of the
outdoors from his late uncle and namesake, Lindsay Grace,

Unlike others, Thomas works to find ways to both protect and
utilize the natural resources of this part of the state. He looks
for ways to bring together the diverse interests and concerns
to develop a better future for all the residents of southern
Georgia. He is a frequent speaker at environmental, sportsmen, governmental, and community forums.

Focus

One of the most important natural resources for Wayne County and all of Georgia, according to Thomas, is the Altamaha
River.
“The Altamaha is one of America’s great rivers, draining
one-quarter of the state’s landmass and greatly influencing the
Georgia Coast. I hope we can help more people learn about
both its economic and environmental importance. Long ago
I began to see the importance of wetlands and flood plains.
It’s like that political phrase of the 1990’s, ‘it’s the economy stupid’. I remind myself constantly in all of the water
deliberations I am involved in, ‘it’s the watersheds stupid’.
The Altamaha Basin and Watersheds are incredibly important
natural resources. They directly determine the quantity and
quality of the water that we have.” Stated Thomas.’
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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Just like out of the book of Ecclesiastes, “All the rivers
run into the sea; yet the sea is not full; unto the place from
whence the rivers come, thither they return again.”
It perfectly describes the hydrologic cycle that plays such an
important role in our part of the world..
“I have never gone into any issue thinking that I had the
solution or all the answers. It takes listening and negotiations.
And that is what my life has taught me, and hopefully, what
my experiences help me to bring to the table.
“I believe we can work sustainably with our natural resources
to steward them properly. All that the natural world has given—all that we have inherited is our responsibility to leave
better than we have found them,” he continued.
"In our part of the world, our economy and our quality of life
both depend on our natural resources. I believe we can utilize
them and manage them in a sustainable manner for current
and future generations."
Thomas is often called on to talk about water resources and
their importance to South Georgia. As a former federal commissioner to the so-called “water wars” involving Georgia,
Alabama and Florida, Thomas was exposed to the many
demands on Georgia’s rivers. The recreational, municipal,
industrial, agricultural, and environmental interests all seek
to protect their own areas. How to wisely divvy up the use of
a river and yet maintain it sustainably for the future, Thomas
sees as one of the largest challenges to this part of the world.
He said while we have bountiful deep-water aquifers and
large flowing rivers, the demands for these natural resources
will only grow in coming years.
One way to educate the public to the value of rivers such as
the Altamaha, Thomas says, is to bring more people to them
so they can appreciate them more. This conviction has led
him to be one of the leaders in working to develop a river
park at Jaycee Landing. By attracting people there and then
providing them with the story of the river—its history, its
diverse ecology, the value of its swamplands, its recreational
use, its value to the area's economy, its industry and municipalities—Thomas believes more people will become involved
in protecting it for future g enerations.
The emergence of ‘ecotourism,’ such as that envisioned for
Jaycee Landing, has become one of the fastest-growing and
valuable components of the tourism business for the state.
Lindsay and Nancy Thomas share an afternoon walk on Grace
Acres Farm. In the background is an old barn that houses farm
tractors and equipment.
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In his office at home on Grace Acres, Thomas stays in touch with his many contacts made through his almost four decades of public
service. Today he manages the farm passed down to him by his late Uncle Lindsay and Aunt Mary Grace, family stalwarts in Wayne
County.

Thomas sees the development of Jaycee Landing as a part of
that economic value as well as increasing the use and protection of the Altamaha River. The development would include
a river-interpretive center, nature trails, river overlooks,
bird-watching stations, canoeing, kayaking and camping.
“Wildlife is one of our other great natural resources in our
state. I see it as a renewable resource. Hunting and fishing are
changing and people are seeing them as more than filling up a
game bag or a cooler.
"Our hunters and fishermen pay a special tax on their gear
that goes into the Pittman Robertson fund, used by both state
and federal agencies to manage our wildlife and its habitat,"
he says. “One thing we should think about is what if all
the outdoors people—the fishers and hunters—did not have
their organizations that contribute so much. They provide the
funding for the habitat for wildlife of all kinds. And these are
the people that are a vital part of the American fabric. What
would we do without these people?”
Thomas also continues his life-long interest in the timber
industry of South Georgia. He spent hours in the piney woods
learning the value of timber from his Uncle Lindsay, one of

the influential voices in bringing Rayonier to the banks of the
Altamaha River decades ago.
“We need to understand the influence of the mill on a widespread area of the economy. Its specialized products are sent
all over the globe. It provides a diversity to the demand for
timber which is so valuable to the local and area economy,”
Thomas says.
“There are many competing interests involved in the Altamaha.
I want to see the factions come together. I want to get to the
facts and address those issues. Incredible progress has been
made in recent years, and there is still more to be done.”

From the earth

u

“I learned quickly in Congress where I saw people of all sorts
who were successful. How did they do it? People trusted them;
they had confidence in them. So, I don’t try to spin things. I
give it straight,” he says of his efforts as a mediator.
Thomas sees an interconnectivity to the wetlands, the climate,
the soils and the growth of pine trees—all parts of the natural
resources that makes the timber industry a natural economic
engine for South Georgia.
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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The mural in Lindsay's
home was painted
by famous artist
Christopher Murphy
of Savannah in the
1950's and depicts
Lindsay Grace hunting his timberlands at
Grace Acres Farm.

And when it comes to the soils, Thomas is involved in a
new enterprise for this part of the state, which he sees as a
growing and integral part of the economic potential for the
future of South Georgia—mining. Today’s surface mining
techniques now provide a minimal disturbance of the land to
extract two of the most expensive minerals for modern technology—zircon and titanium.
“The Lord’s blessed us in this part of the state. Who knew
that deposits placed on beaches millions of years ago have
been right beneath our feet all this time?
“When I learned of these deposits, my question about mining
them was can we do it with a safe environmental method? Southern Ionics Minerals (SIM) does it. I think it is a
reasonable trade-off. The land is disturbed for a short period
of time and put back the way it was before. This is bringing
wealth out of the land and putting it back to doing what it
was before. You can’t do it much better than this,” he says of
the mining technique employed by SIM, which now employs
more than 150 people and has made an investment of more
than $100 million in South Georgia.
“We want this to be beneficial to society and safe for the environment,” Thomas adds.
One of the natural resources for this part of the state are the
people as Thomas sees it. He says that the way Georgia has
developed, most of the opportunities lie north of the “gnat
line.” He sees young people here moving away and few economic opportunities all as threats to the way of life.

14
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“We have a wonderful quality of life. We can wake up and
see trees, not some big city. But we have to work to protect
and enhance what we have. It ain’t going to just happen.”
This is why, he says, it is critical to realize the economic and
environmental values of our rivers, the timber industry and
the growing importance of mining along with the development of ecotourism, hunting and fishing and full utilization of
local leadership.
“I admire Jesup and Wayne County. We have a lot of good
schools, churches and businesses. Now one of our biggest
challenges is to see whether we can come together in a
unified manner. We need to gather around the same table and
look people in the eye.”
“I have been fortunate to make a lot of connections over the
years. I can serve as a conduit to some important people who
can help us. That’s what I want to do,” Thomas says.
“You know I have always considered myself to be at home
and a part of Pierce and Wayne counties. I feel fortunate to be
back here. This is where my Aunt Mary and Uncle Lindsay
left me not only the farm, but a keen sense of responsibility to
civic duty and involvement. Here we have the value of family
and a good name—the value of good friends.
“My reward is helping people.”
Lindsay and Nancy live at Grace Acres Farm in Screven,
Georgia where Lindsay manages the land for wildlife and environmental purposes with a timber operation that is focused
on reestablishing the land in Long Leaf Pines.

A BRIEF
OUTLINE
OF LINDSAY'S
EXPERIENCE
• Senior Vice President of Governmental Relations for AGL
Resources, parent company of Atlanta Gas Light.

• President and CEO of the Georgia Chamber of Commerce.

Then Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, Governor Zell Miler,
Olympic Chairman Billy Payne, and Lindsey Thomas present
President Bill Clinton with an official Olympic jacket.  Lindsay
served as Director of State Governmental Relations for the Atlanta
Committee for the O
 lympic Games which organized and directed
the 1996 C
 entennial Olympic Games from 1993 until l996.

-Georgia Trend’s Most Respected CEO.

• 100 Most Influential Georgians.
• Director of State Governmental Relations for the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games.

• U.S. Representative to Congress for the First Congressional
District of Georgia. Served on the Agriculture and
Appropriations Committees.

• Federal Commissioners for the Tri State Water Compacts
of Georgia, Alabama and Florida.

• Alumnus of Leadership Savannah.
• Alumnus of Leadership Georgia and recipient of
J.W. Fanning Leadership Award.

Lindsay served as a Democratic U.S. Congressman from 19831993. He is pictured with President George Bush in Air Force One
as they traveled to the Federal Law Enforcement Headquarters
where the announcement of funding for six Federal prisons would
be announced. Wayne County was one of the six locations, due
to Lindsay’s leadership.

• Board of International Conservation Caucus Federation.
• Past Chairman of the Board of the Congressional
Sportsmen’s Foundation and now Honorary Board Member.

• Senior Legislative Advisor to Hurt, Norton & Associates, Inc.,
a Washington D.C. lobbying firm.

• Consultant to Southern Ionics Minerals, currently involved
in mining for zircon and titanium in southeast Georgia. Also
consultant for Rayonier Advanced Materials and JCB North
America.

• Former Members (of Congress) Association.
• Owner of Grace Acres Farm in Screven, which he manages

Lindsay with President
George W. Bush and First
Lady Laura Bush at the G8
Summit that was held on
Sea Island in 2004.

for wildlife and environmental purposes along with a timber
operation focused on reestablishing Long Leaf Pines.
Lindsay greeting the Queen of England at
Statuary Hall.

Lindsay not only met
General Norman Schwarzkopf but developed a strong
friendship with him.
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Our Vionic® with Orthaheel® Technology brand sandals, shoes and slippers, in streamlined silhouettes, feature
concealed podiatrist-designed technology. The innovative Orthaheel Technology helps reduce over-pronation, which
can improve foot function and relieve common associated pains such as plantar fasciitis (heel pain), knee pain and
back pain. It is the only footwear recommended by both the American Podiatric Medical Association (APMA) and
world-renowned integrative medicine expert Andrew Weil, MD.
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Offices in: Douglas • Waycross • Tifton • Hinesville • St. Marys • Valdosta
Fitzgerald • Nashville • Sylvester • Baxley • Savannah • Bluffton (SC) • Moultrie
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Statesboro • Springfield • Rincon • Claxton

Featuring the Latest
in Foot Laser
Technology

DR. ROB SPINOLA
PHYSICIAN • SURGEON-SPECIALIST

DR. THOMAS LEGACKI III
PHYSICIAN • SURGEON-SPECIALIST
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NESMITH CHEVROLET BUICK GMC IN JESUP

Wayne County’s Favorite Place to Buy A Car!

HOME OF THE NO HASSLE DEAL!
1910 E. Cherry St., Jesup, GA 31546

912-427-2045

www.NeSmithJesup.com
WE ARE NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS FOR SERVICE!
8:00AM - 1:00PM

Showroom Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:30am-6:00pm
Sat 9:00am-4:00pm • Sun Closed

Parts & Service Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30am-5:30pm
Saturday 8:00am-1:00pm

NESMITH CHEVROLET BUICK GMC IN JESUP would like to take
the time to thank our military for serving & putting their lives
on the line to protect the American people. We would like to
show a SPECIAL THANKS to them and give them a SPECIAL
DISCOUNT, only for the military to use, towards the purchase
of a new or used vehicle. COME IN AND SEE US TODAY!
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STORY BY MELISSA MOXLEY | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTIE GENAUX PHOTOGRAPHY

Glenna Eubank celebrated 40 years as owner of Parker
Insurance and Realty last September. Glenna celebrated
with family, friends and staff including her son Bill Parker
(left), and agents Kelli Lamb, Christy Brown, Jennifer Long.

Forty Years

OF DEDICATION AND HARDWORK

A LIFETIME OF FAITH
AND FAMILY

G

lenna Parker Eubank grew up like so many others her age in
rural Wayne County. She was the daughter of Glenn and Lucy
Lewis, who made their living as farmers. Her parents were
hard working people that instilled strong morals and an excellent work
ethic into their children. Glenna, who graduated in 1955 from Jesup
High School, was ranked number three in her class. She states, “We
didn’t get everything we wanted, but all of our needs were always met”.
Unfortunately, her family did not have the money to send her to college.
Thus began a lifelong pursuit of self education.
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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Glenna with her sons Stephen
(left) and Bill. Bill now serves as
President of Parker Insurance &
Realty.

“I could not have gone through all the things that I have
without my faith in God.
- Glenna Parker Eubank
After graduation she began working in the real estate and
insurance business. For the next 22 years Glenna was a loyal
employee who was always learning and stretching herself to do
more. She ordered books and did home study courses. Education has always been important to her and what she was not
able to receive formally, she made up for with extensive self
study. In 1977, she got her license in real estate and insurance.
Glenna really wanted to open her own business, but at the time
there were no women brokers in Wayne County. Her husband,
Billy Parker, encouraged her to go after her dreams. Glenna remembers, “I needed $5000.00 to get started. Billy said
we should sell a piece of land we owned and use the money
20
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to open my office…and that’s what I did. I wanted to show
myself that I could go out and do it!” Billy worked full time
at Rayonier, but often after work he would come by the office
and pick up signs that needed to be put out. He even got his
insurance license to help her when she needed it.
Glenna also gives her mother a great deal of credit for her
success. “I had three children at home (Lynnah, Bill, and Stephen). My mother told me that if I wanted to do this that she
would help me any way she could. She came over to my house
and took care of the children after they got home from school
because I would be at the office until 6pm every night. Often
she would fix dinner for our family. I got my drive from her”.

On a Wednesday afternoon in September 1977,
Glenna and her entire family along with their
Pastor, I.B. Hall, dedicated her business to God.
Parker Insurance and Realty opened in a rented
office space at the end of The Press Sentinel building. She promised God that her business would
be conducted in an honest and moral manner. She
vowed to never take advantage of anyone and to
always strive to be above board in every situation. She says, “We have always had wonderful
employees like Christy Brown, Jennifer Long,
Jimmie Ann Lamb and Kelli Lamb. Before we
hire anyone we make sure they know where we
came from and where we want to go.”

Glenna credits her mother, Lucy Lewis, for much of her
success. Lewis helped care for the children, allowing
Glenna to pursue her career with gusto.

Tragedy struck unexpectedly in 1992 when
Billy passed away. Just a couple of weeks
earlier, their son Bill had called to tell them
that he and his wife Michelle were planning on
moving back to Jesup. Glenna believes it was
God’s perfect will that brought Bill back to join
the growing family business during this difficult
time. Bill is now the President of the company
and remarks, “My mother had always said she
hoped one of her children would want to continue the business. After the death of my dad,
Michelle and I were ready to start our family
and we made the move back to Jesup so that
I could join the business and so that we could
raise our children in the best place we knew—it
was home!”
The business continued to thrive with Glenna
and Bill at the helm. In 1996, Glenna remarried
to Bill Eubank. The two were happily married
for 15 years when he passed away. She states,
“I could not have gone through all the things
that I have without my faith in God. My two
favorite scriptures are: Philippians 4:13, “I
can do all things through Christ who strengthens me” and Psalm 27:1, “The Lord is my light
and my salvation-whom shall I fear? The Lord
is the stronghold of my life-of whom shall I
be afraid?” These words of affirmation have
brought hope and healing to Glenna throughout
her life. She is a woman with great talent, an
extraordinary drive and unwavering faith. Her
journey as a female pioneering in a world dominated by men lead her to not only be the first
woman real estate broker in the county, but she
was also one of the first women to be director
of the Chamber of Commerce. Glenna is an
alumna of the 1989 Leadership Wayne Class, a
former President of the Wayne County Board of
Realtors, a member of the Georgia and National
Board of Realtors, a member of First Baptist
Church for 54 years, prior Sunday school teacher, and presently serves on the board of Trustees
for the church.

Young Glenna was
just out of high
school when she
began her career
as an insurance and
realty agent.
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Glenna is grateful for her successes at Parker Insurance and Realty which afforded her the opportunity to
send all three of her children to college. Glenna is joined at her house with granddaughter Peyton Parker,
daughter-in-law Michelle Parker, daughter-in-law Regina Parker, daughter Lynnah Welch, grandson Billy
Parker, sons Stephen and Bill Parker, and son-in-law Jimmy Welch.

“You have to want to succeed; you have to develop
know-how and finally you have to do it!”
- Glenna Parker Eubank

She retired in 2002, and these days spend her time gardening,
reading, and entertaining. However, she is quick to tell you
that her favorite moments are spent with her seven grandchildren! If you ask her what her secret to success is she will paraphrase a quote from Truett Cathy, the founder of Chick-fil-A.
“You have to want to succeed; you have to develop know-how
and finally you have to do it!”
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Bill summarizes his family’s gratitude, “We strive daily
to continue to operate the business on the principles and
morals on which it was founded. It has been a pleasure to
serve the people of Wayne County. I say, ‘thank you’ to
our valued customers for putting their trust in us for the
past 40 years and we look forward to serving you for years
to come”.

OUR HOMEGROWN
WORKFORCE
Rayonier Advanced Materials isn’t saying
“out-of-towners” need not apply—life in
Wayne County’s too good not to share.

BUT LOCAL HIRES HAVE
THEIR ADVANTAGES.

samples—which was familiar territory: “I grew up on the
Altamaha,” he said.

Utilities Operations Engineer, David Bell, came in as a
Maintenance Intern. He said it didn’t take any convincing
for him to return home after college. “I always wanted to
come back home,” he said. “It was my whole goal to be
near family.”

“Hiring local keeps our community close-knit,” said Clay
Bethea, general manager of Rayonier Advanced Materials’
Jesup plant. “It keeps our best and brightest from leaving their
families in search of a job and supports a great quality of life for
future generations. We hire local to strengthen Wayne
County’s community—because we live here too—and because
every growing company needs deep roots.”

The seed was planted early for Process Engineer, Billy
Freeman, as well: “Every time I passed the plant growing
up, I thought it looked like a city of its own,” said Freeman, a
brand new graduate and employee. “It was always a
mystery what was inside those gates. So as soon as there
was an opportunity to take a tour and then an internship
I jumped on it!”

Beth
Bethea is proud that in an increasingly mobile world, Rayonier
Advanced Materials is still able to encourage the community’s
young people to return home after college and use their
advanced degrees for the good of Wayne County. To that
end, students who plan to study engineering in college and
attend high school within a 45-mile radius of either the Jesup
or Fernandina plants are eligible to win a RYAM Scholarship.
Along with $10,000 distributed over 4 years, winners receive a
guaranteed, paid internship with Rayonier Advanced Materials
as rising juniors in college.

Miki Thomaston, manager of Technical Marketing &
Product Regulatory Compliance, took a little more
convincing. She completed three summer internships at
Rayonier Advanced Materials and her grandfather was a
former employee. “At ﬁrst, I was dead set against working
here because that’s what everybody was expecting,” she
said with a chuckle. “But the company really pursued me
and this warm community and the wonderful staff changed
my mind.”

“It’s neat because a lot of things have come full circle,” said
Charley Johnson, manager of the Utilities Department. “When
I started full time my ofﬁce was two doors down from my
father’s. I still hunt and ﬁsh and although I’m not playing as
much soccer as I used to, I was a coach this past year.”

Bethea was quick to point out that a good employee is a
good employee no matter where they come from. “But
I have an afﬁnity for those who are born and raised here,” he
said. “I think it’s because of their devotion to this place and
this community. As a company, we hope to bring even
more advanced degrees back home.”

Johnson was an Environmental Intern his sophomore year of
college. He rode up and down the Altamaha river taking
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STRAIGHT
FROM THE A

The annual Truck and
Tractor Pull is hosted by
the Wayne County Young
Farmers Association.

PHOTOGRAPH BY MATTIE GENAUX PHOTOGRAPHY

HORSE’S

MOUTH

A new generation of

FARMERS
STORY BY KARA B. JACKSON
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t first mention of the word ‘farmer,’ many
Wayne Countians may instinctively think of
a “grandpa-like” figure, chugging along on
his tractor in a hay field. Others may think of
hardworking laborers obscured by wrinkles and green-visor sun hats. Still others may think of the sweet older lady
“just up the road” who always shares her sweet corn and
cucumbers. Despite these stereotypes and common scenarios, many in Wayne County are eagerly embracing a new
trend. A generation of younger farmers are stepping up to
take the reins – in the most literal sense.
Startling statistics from The National Young Farmers
Coalition offer a glimpse into the present and future states
of farming:
“Farmers over the age of 65 now outnumber farmers under
35 by a margin of six to one, and U.S. farmland is overwhelmingly concentrated in the hands of older farmers…
The National Agricultural Statistics Service estimates that
over the next five years nearly 100 million acres of U.S.
farmland are expected to change ownership and will need a
new farmer.” How do young farmers find themselves prepared, then, in the brink of this turnover and amongst the

ABOVE:
The current Board
members of the Wayne
County Young Farmers
Association includes,
front row, from left,
Belissa Wangstad, JW
Oliver; and back row,
from left, Reggie Beasley,
Roger Anderson, Jeremy
Godwin, Cody Anderson,
Robert Arnold.
LEFT:
FFA Members Beau
Cravey, Hamp M
 urphy,
Dylan Dent, Hugh Long,
JB Denison, Dalton
Beasley, Clayton
Grantham, Claire Miller,
and Courtney Williams
worked at the John
Deere Booth at the 2017
Sunbelt Ag Expo in
Moultrie, Ga.
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The FFA Forestry Team including, front row, Josh Milton, Becca
Proudfoot, Joseph Manning, Hallie Dixon, Courtney Williams
Alaric Sapcoe; back row: Reggie Beasley (YF Advisor), Aaron
Clary, John David Lee, Rick Vanderveen, Sam Fountain, Andrew
Aspinwall and Michael Kirkland (FFA Advisor) won Third place in
the State Forestry CDE.

the nation.” In Wayne County alone, there are 142 Young
Farmer members. Local and State annual dues are $40 for a
couple or $30 for an individual.

serious obstacles they’re facing, such as land access, student
loan debt, difficulty recruiting labor, and inadequate federal
and state agriculture policies? The answer is simple: The
Young Farmers Association and Future Farmers of America
organizations.

The current WCYF officers include president Cody Anderson,
vice president Jeremy Godwin, secretary Belissa Wangstad,
treasurer JW Oliver, parliamentarian Robert Arnold, chaplain
Roger Anderson, and advisor Reggie Beasley; the directors
include Hailey Anderson, Kristy Arnold, Ronald Beasley,
Billy Burch, Franklin Burch, Derrick Duncan, Joy Duncan,
Christy Flowers, Shawn Flowers, Tom Grooms, Jacob Nolan,
Larry Shaw, and Mark Wangstad.

The Georgia Young Farmers Program, established in 1971,
has grown to 55 chapters with more than 4,800 members,
including our local Wayne County chapter. Wayne County
Young Farmers (WCYF) president Cody Anderson welcomes
the idea of new members in the local chapter: “Membership
in GYFA is open to anyone who is supportive of agriculture
and agricultural education. For 33 consecutive years, the
GYFA has claimed the largest young farmer membership in

Aspiring farmers can begin learning the trade and learning
leadership skills through agricultural education as early as
high school with a second Wayne County farming organization – the Future Farmers of America (FFA). Michael Kirkland serves as the advisor for FFA at the high school. “FFA
membership is open to any high school student. Dues are $20
and include membership and an official chapter t-shirt,” he
explained. “By being FFA members, students are allowed to
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“The Young Farmers donate each year to the Wayne Co. FFA, Wayne Co.
Livestock Show Team, WC Tourism Southern Pride Ag Ride, American
Cancer Society, Toys for Tots, and other local charity organizations.
We also provide a $1000 Scholarship to a senior at WCHS each year
to a student that is majoring in Agriculture in college.”

participate in a wide variety of events ranging from showing livestock and chapter meetings to leadership events and
technical area contests.” Each year, between six and eight students are elected to serve as FFA officers. This year’s officers
include: Aaron Clary (President), Erin Long (Vice-President),
Courtney Williams (Sentinel), Dylan Dent (Secretary), Donna
Chancey (Reporter), Dalton Beasley (Treasurer), Hamp Murphy (Historian), and Hallie Dixon (Chaplain).
The WCYF and WC FFA officers and directors have their
job cut out for them – helping young farmers navigate the
ins and outs of the ever-evolving agriculture industry – but
they do much more than focus only on those in the program.
Both organizations pride themselves on giving back to the
community.
One of the most well-known events hosted by these organizations is the WCYF Truck and Tractor Pull. The Truck and
Tractor Pull is held twice a year, once in the spring and once
in the fall. “We take the funds raised at these events to fund
various leadership activities for our chapter including State

Aaron Clary, Hallie Dixon, Maggie Miller, Hamp Murphy, Andrew
Aspinwall, Josh Milton, Becca Proudfoot, Alaric Sapcoe, Rick
Vanderveen, Joseph Manning, Courtney Williams, Clayton
Winningham, Dake Dixon, Jeb Brown, Ethan Hunter, John David
Lee, Bryce Ray, and Advisor Michael Kirkland at the Area VI
Future Farmers of America Awards Banquet.

Convention, Equipment, and sponsorships,” says WCYF advisor Reggie Beasley. “The Young Farmers donate each year
to the Wayne Co. FFA, Wayne Co. Livestock Show Team,
WC Tourism Southern Pride Ag Ride, American Cancer Society, Toys for Tots, and other local charity organizations. We
also provide a $1000 Scholarship to a senior at WCHS each
year to a student that is majoring in Agriculture in college.”
Members of the Wayne County FFA host and volunteer at
various events throughout the year. “We help at the Spring
Field Day each year where more than 20 FFA members secure animals and pens and allow students to pet the animals,”
says Michael Kirkland. “Students are led around in groups
and learn about what the animals are used for and the
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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Front Row: Courtney Williams, Donna Chancey, Erin Long,
Hallie Dixon; Back Row: Dylan Dent, Hamp Murphy,
Dalton Beasley, and Aaron Clary attended the National
FFA Convention, where students represented Georgia in
the Hall of States Competition.

importance of livestock production. We also helped at Farm
Bureau’s Farm Tour, where about 30 FFA members spent the
day at Nolan Farms in Screven introducing every 3rd grader
in the county to agriculture. We also host a fishing day for
middle school students in which FFA members pair up with
a child and take them fishing for a day,” he continued. “We
do this in conjunction with Craig Simms, the National Wild
Turkey Federation, and the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources.”
Because of their hard work and commitment to agriculture,
both organizations are bursting with achievements. Wayne
County Young Farmers won the title of 2nd Place Chapter
of the Year for Georgia in 2009 and 2016, Chapter President
of the Year Ronald Beasley in 2014, Beginning Producer of
the Year Cody Anderson in 2014, Outstanding Member for
Accomplishment for Roger Anderson in 2012 and Robert
Arnold in 2016, and Farm Family of the Year Finalists Kristy
and Robert Arnold in 2011. Local member Ronnie Griffis also
served as the State Young Farmer President in 1986.
Wayne County’s Future Farmers of America participate in
Career Development Events each year. “The students use
the technical training learned in class to compete with other
students in our area,” explains Michael. “Last year 75 FFA
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members competed in over 20 Career Development Events
throughout the year. Some of the accomplishments include
winning the State Environmental Natural Resources CDE,
2nd in Farm Business Management on the State Level,
and taking 3rd place at the State Forestry Field Day,” he
continued. “Wayne FFA was recognized as the Outstanding
FFA Chapter in the South Region last year, and over the
last 5 years, we have had one National Proficiency Winner,
three National Proficiency Finalists, three State Winning
CDE Teams, 100+ Students receiving State FFA Degrees,
and Multiple Area Winning CDE Teams.
The Wayne County Young Farmers and Future Farmers
of America organizations relish what they are able to do
for the community. “Our local chapter makes a positive
difference in the lives of our farmers and youth in the
community, through educational opportunities, scholarships, and sponsorships,” says WCYF chapter president
Cody Anderson. “Our goal is to promote and assist in the
growth and awareness of the importance of agriculture in
our community.” As English author Samuel Johnson once
said, “Agriculture not only gives riches to a nation, but
the only riches she can call her own.” In every aspect, the
young farmers of Wayne County are bringing riches to our
community.

People Helping People

JESUP BRANCH:
705 West Cherry Street | 9122 42773904

FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA | 800082221124 | IUFCU.ORG |
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Young
FOREVER

BY MELBA BENNETT MURPHY
PHOTOS BY MELBA BENNETT MURPHY
AND JOEY DARLEY

May the good Lord be with you
down every road you roam.
And may sunshine and happiness
surround you when you’re far from home.
And may you grow to be proud,
dignified and true.
And do unto others as you’d
have done to you.
Be courageous and be brave.
And in my heart, you’ll always stay
Forever young.

50
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N 2017, ON VARIOUS DAYS and at different locations, Wayne County High School alumnae celebrated their tenth, twentieth, thirtieth, fortieth, and (gasp)
fiftieth class reunions. And as much as this year’s
graduating seniors find it hard to imagine that they
have anything in common with those celebrants of a half-century before, common experiences and common teenage angst
support the adage, “the more things change, the more things
stay the same.”
Describing any graduating class involves the application of
history, sociology, anthropology, and genealogy. Moving
through the school system, they are influenced and impacted
by popular culture, political events, and technological innovations intersecting with predictable adolescent behavior and
development.
In 1949, five years before the opening of Rayonier, a thirdyear crop of baby-boomers, many of them born in the
Ritch-Leaphart Hospital, began their journey. After 1955
Jesup first-graders flooded T. G. Ritch and Orange Street Elementary School. So great was the pupil enrollment that the
school system established double session classes, morning

Then

THAT WAS

HOMECOMING 1966
The always-frigid October and November months meant that
the Homecoming Court wore wool suits, accessorized with
cotton gloves. Left-to-right were Diane Stephens Waters,
escort Haskell Lamb, escort Robert Pascal, Melba Bennett
Murphy, Sharon Donahue Dent, and escort Pat Brown. In
the background holding the arch, are junior class members,
David Harper and Jiggs Riggins.
PLAY BALL:
The 1967 Yellow Jackets baseball team was the last team to
win the statetitle. In 2017 they were honored at the Bo Warren
Field on the 50thanniversary of their winning title. Catcher
Wade Odum went on to play forthe Philadelphia Phillies franchise. Three years later, he returned to collegeand served as
a student and assistant coach (NCAA regulations at the time
prevented his playing college ball) for South Georgia College
and the University of Georgia. Other senior teammates were
Pat Brown, Eddy Lane, Butch Meyers, and Roy Davis.
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FOOTBALL PRACTICE IN 9TH GRADE:
Back row: Class President Tommy Richardson, brother to local resident Billy Richardson,
Darwin Odum, and Johnny
Keith. K
 neeling: Foster Odum,
nicknamed “Mr. Muscles” in high
school, Coach James Hinnant,
and Joe Wooten. Keith’s yearbook entry said he was “charming and versatile”, Odum’s said
“strong and silent,” and Wooten’s
labeled him, “shy with a boyish
smile.”

and noon. That same year a national children’s polio inoculation program began, ending a public health epidemic that
had inflicted classmate Dewey Moody at the age of two. In
third grade, they read in their newspaper-quality “My Weekly
Reader” that the big-bad Russians had launched Sputnik I and
with that, the space race began.

trolled televisions, as President
Kennedy somberly announced the
presence of offensive missile sites in
Cuba and the 13-day Cuban Missile
Crisis became a nuclear version of the
game “chicken.” That same year, students learned Georgia
History via a statewide broadcast into classroom televisions.
As Bob Dylan would sing in 1963, “The times they [were]
a-changing.”

In the fifth grade, the elementary schools now offered
an experimental French class and beginning band where
students learned rhythm and the basics of music on toy-like
“Tonettes.” In sixth grade, students held mock presidential
elections between candidates Nixon and Kennedy and studied
booklets on “What To Do In Case of a Nuclear Attack.”
That same year the American flag added a star when Hawaii
became the 50th state.

September 1963, over 250 ninth grade students entered Jesup
High School on West Orange Street while other age-cohorts
continued enrollment in Odum and Screven and the Wayne
County Training School. In November of that year, band students on the football field practicing for that night’s halftime
show, saw a student run onto the field and breathlessly announce the assassination of President Kennedy. By 6:00 that
evening, a record 96% of Americans had learned the news
and an unprecedented four-days of wall-to-wall television
coverage began.

Seventh and eighth grade saw Jesup students attending
junior high, a pre-middle school concept, in
the old wooden Jesup High School
building. October 22, 1962,
naive eighth-graders came
home from school and
watched on their
black-and-white,
antennae-con-

Just as today, music became the soundtrack of their lives. In
the second grade, they witnessed Elvis Presley
gyrate on The Ed Sullivan Show. In ninth
grade, they flocked to Harper’s
Hardware or Mrs. Few’s Music
Store to buy a 45-rpm
record of the Beatle’s
“I Wanna Hold Your
Hand.”

Beatle’s

I WANNA HOLD YOUR HAND
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The class of 1967 has a rich musical history. The Southern Sounds of Soul formed
in high school and included classmates, from left to right, Mickey McCrary,
upper classman David Harrelson, Gerald Howard on keyboard, Jerry Kelly (Class
of 1964), Johnny Keith, Roy Davis, Jay Bowen on drums, Willard Robinson from
Ludowici, and Danny Broadhurst. Johnny Tootle played for Soul Sensation and
the Chosen Few, and Russell Martin and Butch Peede played for the regionally
well-known band King David Slaves with today’s acclaimed touring musician
Randall Bramblett.

Then

THAT WAS

JESUP GQ
Senior boys gather at S & R clothing store to have a picture made for the yearbook, wearing the popular Gant
button-down shirts a madras shirt, but not depicting the fashionable London fog coats. These were second
generation of some of Wayne County’s businessmen: Mike Rogers, son of Jesup Milling Company’s Arnos Rogers,
Roy Davis, son of Rochelle Davis’ Downtown Service Station, Haskell Lamb, Joe Dix, Mike Murphy, son of Murphy
Builder’s S
 upply’s Buck Murphy, Robert Pascal, son of the owner of a vital Wayne County Employer, Manhattan Shirt
Company, and Butch Peede, son of one-half of Peede and Bramblett cabinet makers. S & R closed its doors in 2011.
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1987

Gathered here at the 20th reunion, the Class
of ’67, with the exception of their 15th , held a
reunion every 5 years. One classmate here in 1987
remarked, as she mingled that year, “I’m never
coming back. This is depressing. Everyone is so
old.” She kept to her word but one classmate at
the 50th laughingly remarked, “Wouldn’t she be
traumatized today?”
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Now

THIS IS

2017

That same year, Bob Dylan and Joan Baez sang civil rights and Vietnam
protests songs. By the time the classmates of 1967 turned sixteen, stereo
record-players were a coveted replacement from the monaural turntables.
Classmate Linda Mooney, whose parents owned Mooney’s Department
Store, attended the 1965 Beatles concert in Atlanta. Senior year presented
a smorgasbord of sounds from Beach Music, to Motown, to the beginnings
of psychedelic rock. The vinyl albums they collected, now enjoying a
retro-revival, included Top 40 hits, (a term originated in the sixties) such as
Sonny & Cher’s “The Beat Goes On,” Aretha Franklin’s R-E-S-P-E-C-T,”
the Rolling Stones’ “Ruby Tuesday,” and the Beach Boys’ “Good Vibra-

JACKETTES
After the 40th class reunion,
classmates started a oncea-month luncheon. Pictured
here in December of 2007 on
the back row: Ann Mathis
Grantham, Paula Thornton
Puccio (deceased), Mary
Carter Sterns, Janice Brannen
Aspinwall, Lanette Simmons
McAlister, Virginia A
 lbritton
Garlen, Melba Bennett
Murphy, Sharon Donahue
Dent. Seated are Gayle Harris
Franklin, Susan Sowell Collins,
Lynda Hickey Lee, and Susan
Lewis Sutton. McAlister, Collins,
Sutton, Lee, and Aspinwall
became the tireless core
planners for the reunions.

FAMILIAR FACES

LIFELONG FRIENDS

Classmates Donna Rozier Harper, Geneva Culpepper, and Janice Warren Anderson. Harper is a familiar face having cut hair
for Wayne Countians for 38 years. Geneva Culpepper, 85, is the
oldest graduate, she returned in 1966 to get her diploma 17 years
after her slated graduation date. Randy Replogle, not pictured
here, was the youngest classmate, having skipped a grade in
elementary school. Janice is well-known around town after 28
years as a mail carrier.

Johnny Wolfe and Butch Peede both grew up on Magnolia
Circle and both became dentists, Butch in Parker, Colorado.
Johnny’s yearbook entry denoted him an “athletic scholar”
who earned recognition as Best Defensive Back and Highest
Scholastic Average at the Football Banquet. Butch’s entry
stated “leadership and scholarship” as evidenced by his position as Band Drum Major and Beta Club President. He would
go on to serve as Drum Major for the University of Georgia
Redcoat band, following in the footsteps of his older brother,
Eddie.

tions.” Decades later, when movie audiences swooned to Top
Gun’s “You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling,” the classmates
of 1967 didn’t have to learn the lyrics...or to anything on the
Forrest Gump soundtrack.
Classmates were not just consumers of music; they organized and played in a number of bands. Butch Peede, whose
father started Peede and Bramblett, played keyboard for the
regionally known “King David and the Slaves,” along with
upper-classman David Harris, local residents Jack and Denny

Brinkley, and well-known present-day artist Randall Bramblett. Drummer Jay Bowen, keyboard player Johnny Tootle,
Janet Royal’s brother, guitar player Danny Broadhurst, and
vocalist Johnny Keith organized the Undertakers and played
in a high school assembly. Later, with the addition of vocalist
Roy Davis, keyboard player Gerald Howard, and trumpet
player Mickey McCrary, The Undertakers morphed into the
Southern Sounds of Soul and cut a 45-record, “I Really Love
You.” Today Keith still sings with Second Chance Band
which played at their class reunion.
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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STAR TEACHER
Wade Odum and Johnny Puccio with beloved Chemistry and
Physics teacher and record recipient of STAR Teacher, Lucy
Shaw. Wade, an Odum resident, came to Wayne County High
School in the tenth grade to play baseball and served as Captain of the Basketball Team. Johnny’s parents owned the Rose
Motel, the first place in Jesup to serve authentic Italian food.

“MAKE NEW FRIENDS, BUT KEEP THE OLD; ONE IS SILVER AND THE
OTHER GOLD.” Girl Scout Song
Pictured left to right are classmates and close friends Melba
Bennett Murphy, high school solo majorette,
Eve Riddle Brawner, yearbook editor, Gay Flowers Grace, class
officer, Diane Stephens Waters, cheerleading captain,and
Virginia Albritton Garlen, flag twirler co-captain. Waters was
voted “Least Changed.”

May 29, 231 members of the first graduating class of the
consolidated Wayne County High School, listened to the first
set of class-elected Senior Speakers and walked across the auditorium to receive their diploma from School Superintendent
James E. Bacon and principal William B. Cheshire, father of
local CPA Bill Cheshire.
Soon after graduation, 80 seniors, who had raised money
selling chocolate bars and bar-b-que suppers, departed by
train to Washington, D.C. and then on to New York City.
Senior chaperones Lucy Shaw, Harvey Stuckey, Kathleen
Hires, Delinda Patti, Anita Madray Yow, and Ashley Madray
accompanied the group. Derone Crosby Sawyer of Screven
recounts, “I remember the trip to Yankee stadium to see the
Yankees, including Mickey Mantle and Whitey Ford, play the
Detroit Tigers”. Dewey Moody, son of T. G. Ritch teacher
Jane Moody, recalls, “We saw Barbra Streisand, an unknown
at the time, in Funny Girl on Broadway and Martha Ray in
Hello Dolly.” Classmates went in the famous Peppermint
Lounge and heard Chubby Checkers, creator of the song and
dance, “The Twist.” At the Copacabana nightclub, Janice
Brannen Aspinwall said, “[Singer] Bobby Vinton came to our
table, took my hand, and ask me if I wanted to go on a slow
boat to China. I was thrilled.”
Just as today, graduation saw students moving in different
directions. Some, like Sharon Donahue, Mrs. Tommy Dent,
married right out of high school. Eventually, there would be
ten classmate couples to marry, including Jesup residents Bill
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JESUP YELLOW JACKETS
Three lettermen Dennis Crews (End), Ken Baker (Tackle), and
Foster Odom (Quarterback) played under Coach Clint Madray
and Coach Ben Park and ended the senior season with a 6-3-1
record. Captain Paul McPipkin (not pictured) would receive
a scholarship to play defensive guard at the University of
Georgia where his younger brothers, Joe and Jim also played.
Foster Odom played college football at East Tennessee State
University.

and Ellen Boatright Taylor who have attended every reunion.
Some went right into the workforce; many, including Johnny
Keith, Joyce Harrison Malone, and Katie Thurmon found
career employment with Rayonier. Others started college,
many attending the three-year-old Brunswick Junior College.
Later, these baby boomers held both traditional and unique

Letter posted on the WCHS Class of ’67

Facebook page, following their 50th reunion.

I remember in elementary school reading “My Weekly Reader”, and a reference to the year 2000 and the next century. I
remember thinking, “Well, I’ll never live that long. I’ll be 51!!!” In my mind then, that was so incredibly old.
Now here we are, 17 years into the new century and 50 years past high school graduation. Where did a half-century go?
But, here’s the thing: You don’t just wake up one day, and you’re 67 or 68 years old. One day you were old enough to
marry and to have children. One day you found your first grey hair or saw the shine on the top of your head. One day
you changed dress or pant sizes. One day you got glasses or started turning the TV up louder. Meanwhile, your children
are graduating, leaving the nest, and starting their own families. And all these things just happen naturally and gradually, one day at a time. And the accumulation of days is filled with living, learning, loving, celebrating, and even sorrowing. Each birthday you exchange an extra candle on your cake for 365 ¼ days of the good fortune to be alive on Planet
Earth. This journey is the natural order of things. To quote from “Desiderata,” “no doubt the Universe is unfolding as
it should.”
Our essence and our value do not lie in our exterior…. in our crow’s feet, receding hairlines, physical limitations, or
other such superficial measures of a man or woman. As I repeatedly told my students, “a number is not a significant
indication of my worth as a human being,” certainly not my age or the number of years out of high school. A life well
lived is like a classic book. The book jacket may show some wear, but only because it was enthusiastically utilized.
Someone younger may stereotype us as an age group. We measure ourselves by our universality. We are all alike. And
we are all different alike. We’re not just the age between Social Security and average life expectancy. We’re every age.
Inside us is the tender age when we first fell in love and when we first suffered a broken heart. Inside us is the age when
we heard that a friend died in Vietnam or took their own life. At any moment’s notice, we’re both the age our children
were born and the age we became parents to our parents. We’re a vestige of Dr. assassination, Armstrong’s “One giant
leap for mankind,” Manson terror of “Helter Skelter,” Nixon’s resignation, the fall of the Berlin and Hammering Hank
breaking Babe Ruth’s record. Contrary to what the grandchildren and other “youngsters” think, we weren’t there when
the Titanic sunk, or when the Great Depression began. We’ve gone from rotary dial phones to smartphones, from manual typewriters to computers, from segregated schools to the first black president, from Huntley and Brinkley Night News
to 24-hour cable, from Carter’s 5 & 10-Cents Store to Amazon’s drone delivery, from Woodstock to Lollapalooza. We’ve
been both old and wise and young and stupid.
So let me reassure my younger friends. The beauty of aging is its authenticity of worrying less about how you appear
to others and more about who you are. And if you’re fortunate, you will live long enough to celebrate with the friends of
your childhood, the beautiful memories of 50 years ago. It is a privilege not afforded to everyone.
Melba Bennett Murphy

jobs with Chris Burch serving as Probate Judge, Demery Bishop and Cheryl Moseley working for the FBI, Joe Dix working
at a top secret military institution, and Mike Murphy opening a
business in Australia.
A fourth route, the military, was more problematic in 1967 as
the Vietnam War entered its ninth year. It would be 1969 before
a lottery started drafting soldiers, but at least a dozen graduates
of the class of 1967 served in the military including Dewaine
Peel, Gary Strickland, Ronald Beasley, Steve Smith,

HOW MUCH THINGS
COST IN 1967?
• Average Cost of new house $14,250.00
• Average Income per year $7,300.00
• Average Monthly Rent $125.00
• Gas per Gallon 33 cents
• Average Cost of a new car $2,750.00
• Movie Ticket $1.25
• The Federal Minimum Wage
is increased to $1.40 an hour
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DEATH ENDS A LIFE BUT NOT A RELATIONSHIP
Saturday night at the reunion, at one time or
another classmates stood in somber reflection
before the In Memorial board depicting most
of the 56 deceased classmates and childhood
friends, including one classmate’s wife. Only one
student died while in high school. Lamar Poole,
Bill Royal, and Ivey Hayes were killed while serving
in Vietnam. Since the reunion in November, two
more classmates passed away.

Bill H
 olland, Pat Riswold, Wayne Robinson, John
A. Robinson, Bill Royal, Richard Thomas, Kerry
O’Quinn, Lamar Poole, Joseph Roberson. Roberson, in the Navy’s Intelligence Unit and based in Morocco
for two years, spent time aboard carriers in the Mediterranean
listening in on Russian communication. At least nine did a
tour of duty in Vietnam. Poole was killed three months after
he arrived in Vietnam and Royal, a helicopter pilot, died in
an act of heroism deflecting fire from another helicopter. Like
those nationwide, Wayne County Vietnam Veterans talk about
the profound impact on their lives. One classmate remembers wearing his uniform at a local high school athletic event
and hearing criticism. “I was shocked. I felt that I had been
defending my country,” he said.
These children of the Greatest Generation now find themselves as the predominant senior generation. Ninety classmates still live in Wayne County and another 35 within
100 miles. Some have been widowed and some of those
remarried. Many are starting to celebrate a 50th wedding
anniversary. Too many know the pain of losing a child.
Local dentist Johnny Wolfe and businesswoman Virginia
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Albritton Garlen are exceptions to the retired status of most.
And now grandchildren are having children and another role
as great-grandparent begins. But, if you talk to a classmate
of the graduates of 1967, they are redefining a life stage with
enthusiasm, and productivity and a great appreciation for
their formative years. Reflecting on this Golden Anniversary
for the class of 1967, Demery Bishop echoed the sentiments
of many: “It is absolutely wonderful that we had the opportunity to live in a small town where we all played together,
were educated together, and socialized as a group! We were
truly blessed and continue to be in our adult world, regardless
of time and distance.”
“We are friends for life
when we’re together the years fall apart
isn’t that what matters?
To have someone who can remember with you?
To have someone who remembers how far you’ve come.”
Judy Blume
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WAYNE

FAMILY FITNESS CENTER

A premier ﬁtness and training club with a strong
commitment towards personalized service and individual
attention for those seeking to achieve a healthier lifestyle.

COMPLETE LINE OF CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT
FULL-BODY VARIABLE RESISTANCE CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT
JUDO/BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU FACILITY
CROSS
CR
TRAINING/GROUP FITNESS

(912) 427-9220
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Angelina Lemmo
Licensed Massage Therapist
912-424-0643
Personal Training Available
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STORY BY MELISSA MOXLEY PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTIE GENAUX PHOTOGRAPHY

HEN SHARON CLARK OPENED ST. SIMONS SWEETS IN 2009, she was hoping to create a

successful business that catered to everyone’s love of sugary confections (who doesn’t love ice cream cones,
chocolate covered pretzels, or fudge?) The shop, located in the Pier Village, is a favorite for locals and tourists
alike. Some of the most popular delights were created by Chelsea Tyre, who, like Sharon, is also from Wayne County. Chelsea’s artistic nature came out in her customized sweet treats. When the delicacies raced off the shelf, Sharon quickly realized
that the two women were on to something. After doing some research, she discovered that there was no one marketing anything
like their unique candy products. So, they started Rae Lou’s Edible Art in January 2015. They could never have imagined just
how quickly their small business would grow and receive national attention!

Chelsea Tyre and
Sharon Clark are the
creators of Rae Lou’s.
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A R T I C L E - E N CO U R A G E M E N T

Rae Lou’s Edible Art currently has 13 employees
and operates seven days a week. Their products
are 100% handmade and designs must be created months in advance.

When Rae Lou’s (Chelsea and Sharon’s
middle names consecutively) decided to take
their business adventure in July 2015 to AmericasMart in Atlanta, things changed almost overnight. Representatives from VonMaur, Olive
& Cocoa, and Hallmark all liked what they saw
and placed orders. The ladies worked hard from
their showroom/office space on South Brunswick Street. However, they were soon in need
of a much larger work area. They moved into
their current location on Highway 301 South just
in time to fill the orders that they had received
from the May 2016 expo in Chicago. This Mart
catapulted them onto the national scene. The
mega-retailer, Target, decided they liked the ladies’ Halloween line and ordered 25,000 pieces!
A representative from the Home
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Chelsea and
Sharon started
Rae Lou’s Edible
Art in January
2015.

Sweet
the

LIFE
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Sweets or locally at Mary’s Bow K. Their
products can also be found at Six Flags, Busch
Gardens and Sea World. The ladies only attended three shows in 2017 and received this kind of
response; in 2018 they are slated to work eight
shows! They are also currently in talks with a
Chinese businessman, who wants to import their
sweet treats into China.
TOP
National retailer, Target,
saw Rae Lou’s at the
Mart in Chicago and
ordered 25,000 pieces.
BOTTOM
Rae Lou’s first t elevision
appearance came
in September 2017,
followed by a
November airing and
they ended out the
year with a December
broadcast.

Shopping Network also expressed an interest in
showcasing Rae Lou’s on their HSN television
channel. Sharon recalls, “I really didn’t think
much of it when she first approached us, but
after the second follow up call I realized this was
really happening. I never imagined myself on
live TV!” Rae Lou’s first appearance came in
September 2017, followed by a November airing
and they ended out the year with a December
broadcast (shoppers can purchase a set of miscellaneous treats for $39.95.)
Rae Lou’s Edible Art currently has 13 employees and operates seven days a week. Their
products are 100% handmade. Designs must be
created months in advance. After approval from
the retailers, a purchase order number is assigned
to the series, and then the employees will make,
cut-out, dip, and individually decorate each treat.
While Rae Lou’s is a wholesale manufacturer,
individuals can purchase treats from St. Simons
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Chelsea sums up their quick climb like this, “In
the three short years that Rae Lou’s has been established, no way would I have ever thought we
would be where we are today (and we still have
a long way to go); it’s crazy to think we create
custom confections for national brands across
America - it blows my mind. And now we are
on HSN! The sky is the limit. It›s only up from
here. The industry is very demanding and having
to keep up with new designs to keep customers
coming back has to be the most challenging of
all. I love to hear feedback from customers who
have purchased our products and love working
with different buyers from all over the country
about what we can dream up for them!”
Wayne County is proud that two of her own are
making their mark across the map! Rae Lou’s
may soon be adding “international business entity” to their long and impressive resume.
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918 South First Street
Jesup, GA 31545
Across from Wayne
Memorial Hospital

912-385-2490
BOC Accredited

Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God.
Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God. (1 John 4:7)

All of your medical equipment needs:
Oxygen • CPAP/BIPAP • Power Chairs
Life Chairs • Scooters
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Accepts: Medicare
Medicaid • Humana
Tri-Care • Other Private
Insurance
Bi-lingual Staﬀ
Locally Owned &
Operated

Sowing

SUCCESS

& REAPING
LIFE’S
BENEFITS
STORY BY KARA B. JACKSON
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JUNE THOMAS

“W

INTER COMES to every one
of us sooner or later. And every
spring, just like clockwork,
the garden is reborn. By the time we die, the
real question is, ‘What have we done to leave
our garden better prepared for spring – someone else’s spring?’ These words from American
Psychiatrist George Valliant could not ring truer
for Odum resident June Thomas.
Growing up with depression-era parents on a rural South Georgia farm in Bristol, June learned
early to love, appreciate, and protect the great
outdoors and open spaces associated with life on
the farm. The family farm is where she learned
her basic values of life: hard work, commitment
to family and community, love of God and
His creation, and a simple joy in others. June
remembers the values that were instilled in her
on the farm: “God was first, family second,
and work third; sometimes, especially in the
middle of the summer, those three might have
been rearranged! We grew tobacco before it was
the big, bad, horrible thing that it is today, and
thought that everyone in the whole world did,
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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Diane McGahee, Mallary McGahee, June, Nancy Mylar, Pat Giles,
and Mary Ogden tour the coasts of Ireland for Mallary’s senior trip.

too,” she reminisces. “We grew all our veggies and raised
our own meat, so we canned and preserved all summer so we
would have good, home-grown food during the winter. We
were living the good life and didn’t know it.”
June attributes the biggest influences in her career choices
to her mother, her high school home economics teacher,
and her extended family. “Honestly, it was farming, too!”
she adds with a laugh. “I went to college to get out of the
tobacco patch!” The experiences of her childhood led her to
choose the field of Family and Consumer Sciences, which she
points out, “seeks to understand and improve the relationship
between individuals, families, communities, and the environments in which they live.”
June considers herself a “service-minded person.” She
remembered learning the different stages of life, according
to Erik Erickson’s eight stages of psychosocial development,
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and the seventh stage gave her pause. “That stage just…hit
me.” The seventh stage is about “caring”— caring for and
guiding the next generation—the existential question within
this stage being, “Can I make my life count?” After considering for a moment, June added that this question and questions
like it were contributing factors to her positive “can-do”
attitude.
During her professional career, June worked primarily as a
high school Family and Consumer Sciences teacher, but she
segued into related fields including Extension Agent with
the University of Georgia Extension Service, Director of
School Nutrition for the Appling County School System, and
Coordinator of Sexuality and AIDS Education. After retiring in 2009, she now lists her occupation as “Community
Volunteer,” which is a modest description for all the hard
work and love she pours into the community.

Above: Odum Garden
Club m
 embers at the 2016
Oleander District Meeting
in Statesboro. Odum captured six District awards.
L-R-June, Mary Ogden,
Sharon H
 errin, Pat Giles,
Miriam Murray, and Beth
Hatton.
Left: June demonstrating a
program on Veggie Art to
the Jesup Garden Club.

As a Community Volunteer, June is passionate about the
Odum Garden Club (OGC) and is serving her 10th year as
President of the Club. In an essay nominating June for
Odum Garden Club’s “Citizen of the Year” award, OGC
member Delinda Pattie wrote, “June has introduced challenging projects and steered our group to increase awareness
of, and commitment to, protection of the environment. As
a result of her interest, leadership, and almost-daily email
updates, many club members now regularly communicate
with leaders about local, state, and national challenges such
as like water quality and conservation, management of natural resources, trees, and billboards, and recycling.” June’s
attitude about such projects is infectious. “Let’s try some new
ideas—let’s try to make it work,” she said. “If [something] is
planned and implemented correctly—it’ll work.” Her Garden
Club involvement is endless. Delinda continued, “June is
described as the ‘first to volunteer’ by helping to decorate the

public square for Christmas each year; by working to organize, promote, and participate in Odum Day and the annual
Christmas Sing Around the Tree community sing; by sewing
felt Easter eggs and Christmas stockings each year for clients
at Savannah Regional Hospital; by participating in Arbor
Day and Earth Day activities; and by coordinating the club’s
annual yard sale as part of the state’s Peaches to Beaches
tourism promotion. At the Wayne County Garden Club Council level, she has helped in the joint project to decorate Wayne
Memorial Hospital for Christmas, served as a hostess for the
Christmas Tour of Homes, participated in planning joint annual meetings of the garden clubs in the Council, and helped
to revise the criteria for the Citizen of the Year application.”
In addition to the OGC, June also is heavily involved in the
Wayne County Garden Club Council, the Oleander District
for Garden Clubs, and the Garden Club of Georgia. June has
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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A BRIEF TIMELINE OF
JUNE’S BACKGROUND
1972 - Associate Degree in Science from
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College
1974 - Bachelor of Education in Home
Economics from Georgia Southern
University
1978-1998 - Served as adviser to twelve
Future Homemakers of America state
officers including the 1978-79 State
President.
1979 - Georgia Teacher of the Year in F amily
and Consumer Sciences by the
Georgia Association for Career and
Technical Education
1983 - Master of Education University of
Georgia in Family and Consumer
Sciences
1983 - Young Professional of the Year by
the Georgia Association of Extension
Home Economists
1987- Current - Certified Home Economist
by the American Home Economics
Association
1989 - Education Specialist Degree from the
University of Georgia in Family and
Consumer Sciences
1993 - Master Advisor by the National
Association of Family, Career and
Community Leaders of America
1994 - Industry Certification by the G
 eorgia
Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences and the Georgia D
 epartment
of Education
2005 - Doctor of Education in Educational
Leadership from the Fischler School
of Education and Human Services at
Nova Southeastern University
2005 - Distinguished Educator by Who’s Who
Among America’s Teachers
2006 - Julius Benton Professional Improvement Award recipient by the Georgia
Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences
2007 - Outstanding Family and Consumer
Sciences Professional by the Georgia
Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences
2008 - National Board-Certified Teacher
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June refurbishing the pot plants on the front veranda at the RJ
Reynolds Mansion on Sapelo Island.

served on and chaired numerous committees and one of the
most recent was overseeing the refurbishing of the Blue Star
Memorial Marker at Coastal Pines Technical College. At the
Oleander District level, she is the 2017-19 District Director.
Additionally, she is a member of the Garden Club of Georgia
board. At the national level, she has been a delegate to the
national conference, assisted with table designs for luncheons
and dinners, and served as a doorkeeper.
As if countless hours of service with the local, county,
district, and state levels of Garden Club are not enough, in
her spare time – if such a thing exists, she also finds time to
volunteer with other organizations. These include political
campaigns, Fair Haven and Shane’s Crib, caters the morning
wildlife snacks at “Day for Wayne”, and chairs the Odum
Family of the Year Reception. She has worked with the
Probate Judge Tammy Thornton’s office with elections since
2009 in various capacities. She is the chairman of her Patterson High School Class Reunions and also the Winn Cousins
Family Reunions. June’s church involvement has included
serving on the Hospitality and Benevolence Committee, the
House and Grounds Committee, and helped with various
other jobs around the church. Her love of young people and
her close relationship with her sons has led her to serve on the
Youth Committee, to work in varied roles in Vacation Bible
School, to chaperone at camps and youth conferences, and
even to “pinch hit” as the interim youth leader.

Left: The Oleander District Outstanding
Club of the Year Award originated in
2011. Odum Garden Club won it in
2011 and has captured it every year
since. The award is based on the
highest score on the Garden Club of
Georgia President’s Annual Report
that exemplifies a club’s well rounded
program and includes implementation of local, district, state, region and
national projects.
Front Row: Anita Jordan, Mary Ann
Griffis, Mary Ogden, Harriett Cooper,
and Nancy Mylar; Middle Row: Jill
Harris, Pat Giles, Sharon Herrin, Catherine Shuptrine, Cheryl Williams, June
Thomas, and Betty Cason; Back Row:
Phyllis Bowen, Delinda Pattie, Susan
Vinson, and Margaret Gignilliat

Below: June with husband Grady
and sons Grayson and Bryson.

June, her family, and friends enjoy spending their time together traveling; they’ve been to the Grand Cayman Islands,
Cozumel, all over Ireland, and Eastern and Western Canada.
She has been to thirty states, including Alaska, and has made
it a personal goal to visit all fifty states. Because of her broad
spectrum of community service, the Thomas family was
named Odum Homecoming Family of the Year in 2011 and
June was named as Wayne County Citizen of the Year in that
same year. This month the Georgia Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences nominated her for the American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences Wiley-Burger Award
for Volunteerism which, if selected, will be presented this
June at the national conference in Atlanta.
June is the first to acknowledge that all the volunteer work
would not be possible without her family; husband, Grady,
and sons, Bryson and Grayson Thomas. Whenever she “runs
a project” by Grady, his first question is, “Is this a he-we, shewe or we-we project?” For example, the American Associate
for Family and Consumer Sciences (AAFCS) conference will
be held in Atlanta this summer and, of course, as an active
member of the Georgia Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (GAFCS), June is on the AAFCS conference
planning committee. Grady has already been drafted to
accompany her and to build a goal post arch to surround the
registration booth. She involves the entire family as her sister
and brother-in-law, Sissy and Dewey Barber, are creating a
banner to hang from the arch as well as a corrugated sponsorship sign for the display. The sons chime right in, saying

that they get “voluntold” in numerous volunteer projects
that their mom is involved with. Just as it takes a village to
raise a child, it takes an entire community pulling together to
make an event or project come to fruition. June and Grady
have tried to instill in their sons the importance of giving
back to the community which has done so much for them; a
truth which originates from Acts 20:35 (In everything I did, I
showed you that by this kind of hard work…
‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.”
In every aspect of her life, June cultivates life and productivity. She has chosen activity and service over stagnation, and
when the inevitable winter comes, it can be said, “She has
left her garden better prepared for spring – someone else’s
spring!”
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Now Serving Wayne County
Hannah Melton,
Associate Broker
912-269-7512

LeAnn Duckworth,
Broker / President
912-266-7675

Turning HOUSES into HOMES

Toll Free: 1-877-385-9784
1451 South 1st Street
Jesup, GA 31545
Gloria Overholt,
Realtor
912-266-2503

Kristen Welch
Kennedy, Realtor
912-202-6013
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Oh, the places you’ll go,

GIRL

S M A L L -T O W N

“

{

•

STORY BY MELBA BENNETT MURPHY
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE MCALISTER FAMILY

{

What is this place noted for?” the youth asked the elderly resident.
“Why this town is the center of the world,” replied the man.
“How can that be?” asked the boy.
“Well, you can start here and go anywhere in the world you want to go.

A

MEMBER OF THE 1967 WCHS graduating
class, Lanette Simmons McAlister left hometown Jesup in 1976 and returned in 2002 with a
rich and unique treasure trove of experiences.

Lanette, daughter of Orian and Melba Simmons, grew up
on Magnolia Drive in Jesup with older siblings Harold
and Della Jean. Upon graduation, Lanette applied for a
job as a stewardess at Delta Airlines, but at 6’ tall, she
exceeded the height requirements. Earning an associate
degree in business at Brunswick Junior College, Lanette worked at First National Bank of Brunswick for ten
years. Her destiny took a momentous turn when she,

”

in January of 1976, met Dan McAlister, an attendee at
a three-month course for Secret Service members at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers, FLETC, at
Glynco, Georgia. They became engaged in March, and
married in May of the same year.
Dan McAlister grew up in Sacramento, California where
his family owned a riding stable. Upon graduation from
Lincoln Law School, he learned that the Secret Service
was hiring up to 400 additional agents to meet the needs
of expanding Secret Service protection to presidential
candidates. Dan interviewed in the Sacramento Field
Office and took his oath June 21, 1976.

Left: Lanette poses with Phi or Thai Spirit House, one of the treasured keepsakes she brought home. The Thai are very superstitious
and believe there is both good and bad energy all around. Tourists are taught that the houses, found everywhere, are built for the
bad spirits to dwell in so that they don’t bother the inhabitants. Another favorite memento was a handcrafted alms or monk bowl,
into which the local monks collect food or money each morning from the lay community.
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Dan’s early experiences
at his parents’ horse stable
provided him a unique opportunity. Ronald Reagan,
Secret Service codenamed “Rawhide,” an accomplished rider, enjoyed
horseback riding at Camp
David and his 688-acre
Rancho del Cielo, near
Santa Barbara, California.
Because of Dan’s proficiency in horsemanship,
the Service selected Dan
as part of Reagan’s detail
when he rode. Reagan’s
horse was “El Alamein,” a
gift from the President of
Mexico.

As newlyweds, Dan and Lanette drove across country to
Spokane, Washington where Dan served as a Special Agent in
the local field office. There the couple began a 26-year journey that would encompass ten different assignments, eight
physical moves, Dan’s travel to 50 states and six continents,
and a back-stage pass to the operation of government and its
power-players.
As the spouse of a Secret Service agent, Lanette learned its
history and mission, perks, and demands. Special agents like
Dan first spend from four to six years in one of the 116 local
field offices and can be expected to do advance protective
work or to be called in to reinforce a more complicated
event, such as an inauguration or overseas trip. Presidential protective assignments are usually for four years, and
an agent’s spouse can expect irregular schedules where, at
a moment’s notice, the agent is in another state or another
country and absent for as long as 30 days. Dan’s tenure
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would include protection detail for presidential candidate
Pat Buchanan.
Dan and Lanette agree that his lengthy hours, long periods
of time away from home, and the missed birthdays, anniversaries, and school events were some of the disadvantages of
his work. Spouses must be flexible and comfortable with
less-than-traditional family life and be willing to assume the
role of both parents when the agent is away.
Lanette focuses more on the positive aspects of their experience saying, “You see so many different parts of the country,
meet newsmakers and celebrities, experience and adapt to
the unique food, culture, housing, norms, and social interactions of the places you live. And we stay in contact with
people who’ve become lifelong friends.”
Their three-year stay in Reno, Nevada was Lanette’s least-favorite location. “There were slot machines everywhere,

Lanette and Barbara Bush, Secret
Service code-named “Tranquility.”
The First Lady knew all the Secret
Service Agents and their wives by
name and both the Bushes were
thoughtful and generous to them,
including sending agents occasional cartons of Suave shampoo
and conditioner embossed with
the Presidential seal.
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and the people were a bit snobbish and cool
to outsiders.” Her favorite residence was
Houston, Texas while Dan was on Former
President George H. W. Bush’s detail. “I think
the ease of adjustment and daily living was
because we were back in the South.” Lanette
thinks her Southern upbringing, strong on
friendliness and outgoing behavior, helped her
make friends easily at each new location. “I
was not intimidated by protocol when meeting
the President, First Lady, or other dignitaries,”
she explains. “A military attaché’ stood at the
beginning of the reception line and would tell
you who you were meeting and what to do.”
Adding a sympathetic perspective, Dan says,
“My advantage was that, through networking,
at every transfer there were always agents I
knew and I had a familiar and structured job
to resume, whereas Lanette and our son Craig
had to reestablish themselves within new
schools and new neighborhoods.”

Dan and Lanette
with Former
President George
H. W. Bush, Secret
Service codename “Timber
Wolf,” at Bush’s
office in Houston.  

The McAllister’s son, Craig, was born in 1979 and Lanette
thinks that his exposure to the regional lifestyles contributed
to his diverse interests and tolerance of different opinions.
Throughout Dan’s travel with the Secret Service, he made it
a point to bring Craig home something from every trip, even
souvenirs from Air Force One. And how many other children
Craig’s age could say they met three Presidents in the Oval
Office and attended the White House Easter egg roll and
Fourth of July activities?
From 1984 until 1988, the McAlisters lived in Palm Springs
when Dan became a protective agent for Former President
Gerald Ford at his home at Rancho Mirage, California.
Agents accompanied President Ford as he played golf, often
with longtime friend Bob Hope, and others including Jack
Nicklaus, and Clint Eastwood. Frank Sinatra lived nearby,
and Dan recalls, “At dinner parties, Sinatra was very considerate of the agents and even served us the same menu as his
guests.” Protecting President Ford and his family included a
five-month summer relocation in Vail, Colorado.
Lanette and her son Craig, ran into Mrs. Ford in downtown Vail
and Mrs. Ford offered to take her picture with first-grader Craig.
At the time, Dan was escorting Mrs. Ford to a hair appointment.
Secret Service agents have a front-row seat to the presidents’
private lives and those of their wives and children.
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Dan sits in his home office surrounded by memorabilia
representing his 26 years service with the Secret Service. In
addition to photographs of McAlister and the presidents he
served, there is a replica of Air Force One, a slot machine from
his assignment in Reno, Nevada, a personal letter to him from
President Reagan, a plaque with the Secret Service Star, autographed copies of various presidential and first lady biographies
and autobiographies.

Lanette shows the 2017 addition to her White House Ornament
Tree. According to the White House Historical Association, every
year since 1981 the association designs and sells an ornament
honoring either an individual president (32 so far) or a significant
White House anniversary, such as the laying of the White House
cornerstone (1792). This year’s ornament honors the presidency
of FDR. Lanette owns all 37 collectible ornaments which arrive
at her home each December.

Dan and Lanette moved back to Washington, D.C. as
Dan guarded President Ronald Reagan during Reagan’s
second term of office. “In person, Reagan was as nice
and considerate as he appeared on camera,” recalls Dan.
“If we were going through a hotel kitchen to get to his
speaking venue, the staff would be cordoned off away
from him, but Reagan would go out of his way to go over
and speak to the staff or ordinary Americans he met on a
daily basis.”

After an interim at the Reno, Nevada Field Office, in 1993 the
McAlisters moved to Houston for eight years while Dan became part of George H. W. Bush’s protective detail at Bush’s
ranch near Crawford, Texas. Lanette and Dan would temporarily reside in Kennebunkport, Maine when the Bushes spent
their annual May-to-October summers at the family home on
Walker’s Point.

One of Dan’s remarkable memories happened when
President Reagan went to West Berlin in 1987 and delivered his famous, “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!”
speech. Dan recalls of this iconic Cold War moment, “It
was a high profile event against an imposing backdrop of
the manned East Berlin guard towers.”

In the company of President Bush, you might come in contact with celebrity friends including Kevin Costner, Davis
Love, Reba McEntire, or George Strait. At the dedication of
President Bush’s Library at Texas A&M, the McAlisters sat
at a table with Willard Scott, the Oak Ridge Boys, and Arnold
Schwarzenegger. A picture of Dan on Bush’s boat guarding
the President and author Patricia Cornwell posted on her
website.

On a lighter note, Dan vividly remembers meeting Prince
Charles and Princess Diana during a state dinner given by
President Reagan in 1985. “Lady Diana was even more
beautiful in person than in pictures,” he noted.

Dan went on Mrs. Bush’s book tour for A Memoir: Barbara
Bush (1994), and in conversation, they started talking about
their respective dogs. Mrs. Bush authored a book about her
dog, C. Fred’s Story, in 1984 and after returning home, she
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Lanette is shown receiving a family blessing from a Buddhist monk at
Temple of the Dawn in Bangkok in 2015. About 93.6 percent of the
people of Thailand are Buddhist and yet they enthusiastically celebrate
Christmas. As Lanette explains, “They think Santa Claus is Jesus.”

found an obscure copy, autographed it, and sent it to Dan.
Dan and Lanette’s last assignment, 2000-2002, was back in
Palm Springs with President and Mrs. Ford. Retiring from
the Secret Service in 2002, Dan took a job with the Department of Homeland Security at FLETC in the Inspection
Division. The couple chose to live in Jesup so Lanette could
be near her nonagenarian mother.

Tomb Raider. The second year in Bangkok, following citywide demonstrations, a bomb went off in a Chinese temple
a half-mile away from their apartment. “For days we were
encouraged to stay inside,” says Lanette. “We knew to be
prepared, if necessary, for evacuation.” Friends back home,
keeping in touch with the McAlisters by Facebook, wrote
posts inquiring about their safety.

In January 2013, Dan and Lanette left for Bangkok, Thailand
where Dan would serve as Deputy Director of the International Law Enforcement Academy at the American Embassy
in Bangkok (ILEA). Their belongings, traveling by cargo
boat, arrived three months later. The McAlisters lived on the
13th floor in a gated, high-rise with neighbors from the American, Danish, and Canadian Embassies and CEOs of PepsiCo,
Shell Oil, Chevron, and the Center for Disease Control.

In December 2015 the McAlisters left Bangkok and returned
to Jesup. Lanette says, “When I walked back into our house I
had such a feeling of appreciation for where we live and what
we have and such an understanding that other people might
live differently and that’s okay.” Today, Dan, who retired
from FLETC in May 2016, enjoys golf and reading, and
Lanette is an avid gardener and lover of all things outdoors.
Both McAlisters show pride and humility at the remarkable
life they’ve lived on the periphery of history and are discreet
in the comments they make about the people they’ve served
or the current political climate.

“Bangkok, the most traveled international city, is like New
York City,” revealed Lanette. “It never sleeps, and there is the
constant noise.” “The Thai people are very friendly, eager to
help, and appreciative of what they have,” she added.
During their Asian stay, the McAlisters made weeklong visits
to Cambodia, North and South Vietnam, and saw the bridge
over the River Kwai and the movie location for Lara Croft
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If today’s graduates don’t believe the message of Dr. Seuss’
Oh, the Places You’ll Go, they should talk to the small-town
girl and big-world adventurer, Lanette Simmons McAlister.
She can attest that there are fascinating places to go, remarkable people to meet, and memorable experiences to acquire.

Jesse & Lacie Thomas' son,
Blaiden, enjoys a slice of
Gooey's Pizza.

Artist Candice McKinley and
Owner Jesse Thomas

Steaks | Pasta | Seafood

THE HIDDEN ROOM

Wayne County’s
Only Upscale Lounge
Angel’s/The Hidden Room
146 S. Macon Street
Jesup, GA

912-427-9123
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YOUR GUIDE TO PEOPLE, PLACES, AND BUSINESSES IN WAYNE COUNTY

Profiles
R-L; Back Row: Back Trenton Jackson and Aaron Holt
L-R Front Row: Lamont Trent, Nick Ellis, Trenquell Holloway and Zeek Oliver

One of Nick Ellis’ passions is mentoring young men in the community and instilling
character and value in their lives.
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Nick, Amarrion,
Kadence, Domonique,
and Krystal

Community
Servant of the
STORY BY ALLIE PEAGLER
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE FAMILY
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“NOT AS THOUGH I HAD ALREADY ATTAINED, EITHER WERE ALREADY PERFECT:
but I follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus. Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward
the mark
for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.”
- Philippians 3:12-14 KJV
Wayne County Magazine

SERVICE

Nick celebrating graduation with some
of the many students he has mentored.

W

HEN PEOPLE THINK OF NICK ELLIS, words like
leader, servant, minister, and positive influence come
to mind. It’s no surprise that the above scripture is his
favorite. He always seems to press forward. Through
all the deeds including his involvement within community organizations, working twelve-hour shifts, a family of his own,
and mentoring the next generation…the question arises—
does this man ever stop?
Nick, 31, was born in Jesup and was one of eight siblings.
He felt he had to live up to the expectations of his six older
siblings and be an exemplary role-model to the youngest of
the family. However, as he grew older and stumbled across
some personal decisions in his life, his path briefly began
to spin out of control. Rather than graduating with his class
in the spring of 2005, he had to spend an extra semester
at Wayne County High School, graduating in 2006. It did
not take long for him to realize his impact on others and
he quickly got back on the right track. There are four main
components to Nick’s life-his faith, his career, his community
service and outreach, and his family.

His faith shines brightly when he speaks of his involvement
in New Creation Church of Jesup. Nick said, “At the age of
fifteen, during the growing pains of a teenager, my mentor,
Pastor Stanley Carter, took the time to invest and share with
me about life. His investment consisted of me building my
relationship with Jesus Christ. Once that was established, he
instituted that maintaining that relationship and connection
would require me to pray, study and serve.” Since that time,
Nick has done it all—sound and audio tech, Children’s ministry, and he has served as Executive Administrator of Ministry
for four years. Nick believes that when the Lord called him to
ministry, it was to provide a service.
Nick also started a career with the Department of Juvenile
Justice in Waycross, Georgia at the Regional Youth Juvenile
Detention Center. His job there lasted a few years, but he
soon realized his heart for service was in his hometown. In
2010, he came to work for the Jesup Police Department with
the help of Chief Glenn Takaki. Two years later, he was promoted to Corporal, and a year and a half later, to the rank of
Sergeant. Nick was the first to be promoted before
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A lot of support was given to Nick by the students
when he decided to run for a position on the
Board of Education.

The Boys and Girls Club of the Altamaha Area is one of the
many organizations that Nick volunteers with on a regular
basis.

completing the traditional four-year period. He believes this
occurred because he acted on the things he was passionate
about. In 2011, he was named Exchange Club Officer of the
Year for Wayne County. He says that is where his community
involvement was highlighted. Nick pursued becoming a Drug
Task Force Investigator in November 2015 and served in that
capacity until November 2017. He is currently a patrol supervisor and is a student at Toccoa Falls College “Organizational
Leadership”.
Community Service plays an integral part in Nick’s life.
Some of the boards he serves on include: Fair Haven, The
Boys and Girls Clubs of the Altamaha Area, Wayne County Tip-Off Club, and Pineland. The place Nick invests the
most time with is The Boys and Girls Clubs of the Altamaha
Area. He began as an employee in 2006-2007. His influence
increased in 2012 when he became a board member, and he
still serves today.
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Nick was elected as a member of the Wayne
County Board of Education Board four years
ago. His interest in this endeavor came from
working as a school resource officer. He was
involved in many activities through that time
spent at the school. He served on the Career,
Technical, and Agricultural Education Advisory
Board and School Council at Wayne County
High School and Martha Rawls Smith Elementary. Also, every year he makes a personal
investment into 40 young men. These men come
from different backgrounds. Some of the young men are
involved in athletics or other student activities, and some are
not involved with anything in particular. He spends time with
them. Not just anytime, but quality time—mentoring, coaching and working to instill a sense of value in the young men.
To say that Nick is a family man would be an understatement. In 2011, he married his high school sweetheart, Krystal
Pearsey. Together, they have three children, Domonique, Amarrion, and in 2013, they welcomed their youngest, Kadence.
Despite his love for his family, time with them is his biggest
sacrifice. But his family realizes it is for a higher purpose.
Nick’s family supports him in every act of service that he
takes part in.
Nick stated passionately, “Problems in the community are
opportunities to make a change.” His greatest motivation is
to make a difference in his community. Nick is a “pillar” in
Wayne County, whether through his day-to-day work within
law enforcement , his ministry work, helping students to
make positive choices, or mentoring the next generation.

2849 Savannah Highway
Jesup, GA 31545
912-427-8880
rrautosalesinc.com
rrcampersales.com

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
do not lean on your own understanding .
In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He
will make straight your paths.”
Proverbs
3:5-6
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Dan Ogden with two prototypes of the new
Cardigo bicycles. He has filed for a provisional patent from the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office. They are hoping that a non-provisional patent will be granted in 2018. They
already own the Cardigo trademark and
plan to have the bikes ready for sale by the
end of 2018.

Photography by Mattie Genaux Photography

Dan Ogden Has His “Wheels Turning”
STORY BY JOHN RIDDLE

Dan Ogden always seems to have his “wheels turning.” His boundless energy has
always shown in his business ventures, but, more recently it has fueled his creative
juices including writing and even inventing a new bicycle.

D

an and Nancy Ogden have enjoyed bicycle riding
together since their high school days. However, they
found it hard to ride on the dirt road in front of their
house that backs up to the Altamaha River. But, in the last few
years, the road was paved, and they began riding again more
regularly. It was on one of those casual, afternoon rides in
February 2017 that Dan first came up with an idea for a new
concept bicycle that could provide resistance to work the upper
body, as well as, the lower body while riding.
Dan’s thoughts were prompted by a visit to his physician, Dr.
Lance Hendrix, who always inquires about his amount of aero-
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bic activity. That was on his mind one day while he was riding
and let go of the handlebars and began pumping his hands in
the air as if he were lifting dumbbells. “I thought what if I
could be pressing weights with my arms while I was riding,”
he said. But he realized that would be unsafe. When his hands
found the handlebars again is when the thought came to him what if there was a way to provide some resistance to work the
upper body while riding.
Not one to be idle for long, Dan feverously began researching
the history of the bicycle, including the fact that the first claim
of a practically used bicycle was in Germany in 1817, exactly

PERSONALITY

They have been invited to tradeshows
from Denver to Dubai and an
invitation to highlight the Cardigo in
a museum in Paris.

P

200 years before Dan’s invention. He found that other models
had also attempted to provide a full body workout but seemed
to him to be hard to steer and possibly unsafe for some.
“There are numerous ways people have tried to add upper
body resistance to the bicycle. But, what I saw were things
that made the bike look to me like it was unsafe to steer for
most people…I didn’t like that,” Dan explained. “From what
I could find, no one had ever tried telescoping the front wheel
of the bicycle then take that linear motion and turn it into
rotary motion.”
Dan built the first prototype himself except for the welding.
But, as a former welder at Wayne Sheet Metal, he knew “the
lingo” and what he needed and wanted for the bike to work as
designed.
“I began working on a prototype in the back of Super Pawn,
our pawn shop in Hinesville,” Dan said. “There were so many
jigs and designs to figure out. A lot of time was spent locating
the right bearings, sprockets, free-wheeling sprockets, and
other parts. So many of the parts I needed were not out there,
so I had to custom make them,” Dan said. He would work on
it at the shop and then come home at night and study and work
on it more. “He figured out the telescoping shaft on my dining
table,” Nancy added.

Photography by Christy Ogden

Dan, Nancy, and Shep with one of the prototypes showing the
handlebars extended. They, along with other family members,
have been aggressively promoting the Cardigo. They have a
website (cardigobikes.com) and Shep, who has managed the aggressive marketing campaign, has garnered articles and reviews
from such notable industry leaders as Popular Mechanics, Cycling
Industry News, Business Insider, and several others. Their YouTube
video alone has had over 22,000 views, with over five million
combined views from the website articles with other social media
platforms such as Facebook and Vimeo.

“Cardigo Is The Bike That Gives Your
Arms A Workout, Too” – Popular Mechanics

Soon, it was time to test-drive the new concept bicycle. “The
first step was to see if it was possible to extend the front end
of a bicycle and still steer it safely,” Dan explained. The
first time he rode the bicycle was April 10, Nancy’s father’s
birthday. It worked. And, all of the intense energy, late-night
hours, and creativity had paid off. The Cardigo, a new, unique,
full-body workout bicycle was a reality.
That same month Dan filed for a provisional patent from the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. In April 2018, they anticipate receiving information from the patent office on the status
of their patent-pending application. They are hoping that a

Photography by Mattie Genaux Photography

• Provides a one-of-a-kind full body workout bicycle
• Is a stainless steel 3-speed that can be ridden like a normal
bike or with upper body resistance
• Converts from a normal lower body workout to include the
upper body workout turning a knob on the frame
• The handlebars retract and can be pushed forward providing
the upper body resistance
• Has a Patent Pending with the expectation of sales to begin
in late 2018
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non-provisional patent will be granted in 2018. They already
own the Cardigo trademark and plan to have the bikes ready for
sale by the end of 2018.
In the meantime, Dan, with help from his wife, Nancy, his
son, Shep, and other family members, have been aggressively
promoting the Cardigo. They have a website (cardigobikes.com)
and have received very favorable reviews from such notable
industry leaders as Popular Mechanics, Cycling Industry News,
Business Insider, and several others. Their YouTube video alone
has had over 22,000 views, with over five million views when
you combine the website articles with other social media platforms such as Facebook and Vimeo.
They have generated interest from around the world. One lady
from Australia wants to know, “…when are you coming down
under…”. A retailer in India has already requested bikes “…in
bulk for my three shops in India…”. They have been invited to
tradeshows from Denver to Dubai and an invitation to highlight
the Cardigo in a museum in Paris. “People from all over the world
have contacted us about wanting to sell the bikes,” Dan added.
“I’m not an inventor. I’m not an engineer. I feel the idea came
through me more than from me.”
Dan and Nancy definitely believe there was more to this new venture than just developing a new bicycle. “I’m not an inventor. I’m
not an engineer. How I came up with this, I’m unsure. I feel the
idea came through me more than from me,” Dan explained, “this
idea just stuck with me.” Even the name of the bike was the first
one Dan thought of. When you ride the bike, it really gets your
cardio going. Thus the name Cardigo was coined.
They have plans to help others if the Cardigo concept takes hold.
They want to share the proceeds with others in need and have
plans to start a foundation funded by a portion of the profits.
“The night before it all came together, I had all the parts, and I
was meeting with the welder, Jay Johnson, the next day,” Dan
recalled, “I was praying, and I committed to God that we would
donate much of the profit to charity if this venture is successful.”
While Dan is uncertain of exactly where his “newfound” creativity
came from, Nancy has an idea. “I think that some of Dan’s creativity came after the darkest period of our lives,” Nancy explained
referring to the tragic loss of their son, Jack, in 2009. Dan is also
“…not a writer,” yet he has written profusely in the last few years
including short stories, poems, and passages documenting more
memorable experiences throughout his, and his family’s life (see
"The Rainbow").
Regardless of where Dan’s creativity came from, it certainly has
been a great outlet for his energy and enthusiasm to make the
most of life every day. While the new Cardigo Bike will take
much of his time, energy, and attention for the foreseeable future,
something tells me that this may not be the last we see of Dan
Ogden’s creativity – because when he gets his “wheels turning”….
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The Rainbow
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN OGDEN

T

June 3, 2015

he rainbow is a natural phenomenon that usually
takes place after a rain. Big or small, the sight
of one always captures my wife’s imagination.
It makes her smile and takes her back to a time when
our family was still whole before we lost our 18-yearold son, Jack. A time when a five-fifths family hug was
possible. Since 2009, a four-fifths hug is all we have.
However, the addition of Hoke’s wife Christy along
with Jack and Beau, our two grandsons, has been a gift
from heaven. We thank God for them.
Rainbows have always been special to Nancy because
of what God said about them in the Bible. He was referring to the story of Noah and the Great Flood. He promised the world would never again be destroyed by water.
That passage has stuck with Nancy her whole life.
On her birthday, Nancy, along with some of her friends,
went to Jacksonville. On their way home just South of
Brunswick, they spotted a giant rainbow. It was the first
time Nancy had ever seen a double rainbow with colors
so vibrant. They were all discussing it when Nancy got
a call from Lindsey Ammons, Jack’s lifelong friend,
“Miss Nancy, Jack sent you a rainbow for your birthday.
Do you see it? It’s beautiful,” Lindsey said. Lindsey
was in Jesup. What are the odds of them both seeing it
simultaneously while being so far apart?
Lindsey also told her about a song, “If I Die Young”
by The Band Perry. It was about the sadness of dying
young. One of the verses says, “Lord make me a rainbow, I’ll shine down on my Mother. She’ll know I’m
safe with You when she stands under my colors.” That
song has been a favorite of Nancy's ever since.
I was on my way to our farm in Odum in 2015. I was
stopped at the end of Dent Road and Beards Bluff
Road next to Piney Grove Cemetery. Jack is buried
there along with the rest of my family. When I looked
to my right for traffic, I noticed the most beautiful
rainbow I had ever seen. It completely engulfed the
cemetery from side to side with a giant arch of vivid
colors. It sent chills down my spine. I took several
photos that I will cherish forever.
After that day, I understood why Nancy has always
thought rainbows are a gift from God. This one surely was. The Ogden's welcomed a new granddaughter,
Bekah, in 2016.

HOWARD & JONES FUNERAL HOME
JEFF CHANDLER,

MANAGER

LICENSED FUNERAL
DIRECTOR & EMBALMER

Trust

We believe that families who place their trust in us deserve the
very best. We pride ourselves on outstanding attention to “little
details” that are often overlooked by others. From the moment of
the first contact, we will strive to serve your needs before, during,
and after your loved one’s service.

Service

Jeff Chandler is a caring,
compassionate, and
talented community leader.
He is a Communicant and
serves on the Vestry at St.
Paul’s Episcopal Church.
He is past-president of
Rotary Club of Jesup, a
regular volunteer with
Junior Achievement and
a member of Fairhaven’s
board of directors. He holds
a leadership position with
the Jesup Elks Lodge and
is currently serving as the
Chairman of the Board for
the Wayne County Chamber
of Commerce. He is also
known in the community as
a musician who plays banjo
and guitar for community
functions.

Though our building has been a landmark in Jesup since the
early 1970’s, Howard & Jones Funeral Home began in 2007
when Carey and Alan Jones purchased the facility formerly
known as Gordon – Harrison Funeral Home. The modern and
spacious 8,000 square foot facility has been renovated with
multiple visitation areas, a chapel with seating for over 200, and
multimedia systems allowing us to create a more personal tribute
for the lives we honor.

Compassion

Our staff are local residents who share our vision of excellent
customer service. They are involved in the community and have a
deep devotion to our friends and neighbors when they put their
trust in us in their time of need.

TRADITIONAL BURIAL | MEMORIAL SERVICES | CREMATION | MILITARY TRIBUTES | PRE-PLANNING

Howard & Jones
FUNERAL HOME
912-427-3721
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MOVING WAYNE COUNTY

FORWARD

STORY BY CANDEE HARRIS
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“Ed is a progressive individual who looks
not at what is, but what could be.
He is a person that can make improvements and can get
others excited about pursuing the path forward.”
Former employer Clay Bethea, of Rayonier Advanced Materials

A

lthough he grew up in nearby Waycross as the son
of a CSX railroad executive and educator, Ed
Jeffords has had connections to Wayne County since childhood. In the early1950’s, his
grandparents JC and Susie Jones moved
to Wayne County when Rayonier opened its plant. They
operated a boarding house and family-style restaurant that
became Jones’ and later Susie’s Kitchen, and Jeffords spent
his childhood back and forth between the two rural towns. He
met his wife Gina, from Blackshear, while attending Waycross College and they’ve been married for 32 years. They
have two children: Austin, 25, and Addison, 19. Gina is the
owner of Gina’s Academy of Dance, Baton, and Acrobatics,
a local dance and baton studio, where she grooms national
awarding-winning dancers and twirlers.
After high school Jeffords enlisted in the U.S. Army for three
years and was honorably discharged in 1979 as a Marine
Engineer Specialist. He then enrolled in Waycross College,
transferred to Southern Technical Institute in Marietta, and
graduated with a B.S. in Electrical Engineering Technology
in 1984. Ready to come back to South Georgia, Jeffords
returned to Wayne County and went to work for Rayonier
as a Project Engineer in the Southeast Central Engineering
Division. He went on to hold the positions of Electrical &
Instrumentation Superintendent, Power Boiler and Turbine
Superintendent and, at the time of his retirement last year,
Senior Staff Engineer – Power Systems. His work experience encompassed large capital engineering projects, plant reliability, and department operational responsibility including
personnel and budgets/forecasting.
In 2007, the District 5 county commission seat became available and Jeffords seized the opportunity to give back to his
community. He was elected and served through 2010. Today
he continues to serve on several local boards and committees
to further the quality of life and growth in Wayne County
including Wayne County Partners in Education, as well as the

Altamaha River Basin Regional Water Council and the Jaycee
Landing Study Committee, both which he currently chairs.
When former County Administrator Luther Smart announced
his retirement last year, Jeffords decided to change careers.
With 33 years of service at Rayonier he had the option to
retire, so he applied for the position and was ultimately hired.
He brings a fresh energy and positive outlook to the table.
“I’m excited about the opportunity to work with everyone and
to move Wayne County forward. I’ve heard a lot of optimistic
thoughts for a progressive future from several community
leaders. Yes, we do have challenges, namely our financial
condition, but ultimately growth and accountability will help
meet this challenge. This growth is needed – for the sake of
business, the sake of our children and grandchildren, the sake
of our tax payers, and the sake of our quality of life. But I
am optimistic that, with our county leaders, we can successfully meet these challenges. Even with different opinions
about how to get to where we need to be, most folks are on
the same page.”
Looking at how to initiate the needed growth, Jeffords
believes it will have to come through business and industry.
“But being in rural South Georgia – not on the coast, not in
a metro area – makes it difficult.” He explained that Dell
Keith and the industrial development authority have been
working diligently to connect with businesses looking to
establish or move their businesses to this area, noting that
there are several prospects in the pipeline right now. But
there is also a lot of competition in our rural area for these
companies and the jobs they will bring, so it is imperative
that Wayne County is able to provide all of the essentials
and amenities that business and industry require in order to
relocate.
Changing gears, Jeffords talked about accountability and
concluded by saying, “Reputation is essential. The only
thing we have to sell in life is our name. And Wayne County
has a great name.”
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Thank you Wayne County and
our patients for your suuort in

welcoming our newest family member

Jaxson Edward Crandaa

Cataract Surgery
Laser Surgery
Retina Treatments
Cosmetic
Glasses
Contacts
Two Locations to Serve You:
136 W. Cherry Street
Jesup, GA 31545
17 Professional Drive • Suite 100
Brunswick, GA 31523

912-559-2467
www.crandalleye.com

3 Reasons To Choose Us
Compassionate Patient Care
Locally Owned and Operated
Ensure Dignity and Respect

TOLL FREE #: 888-507-7696
www.georgiahospicecare.com

JESUP:
141 S Macon Street
Jesup, GA 31545
912-427-3202
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BRUNSWICK:
777 Gloucester Street,
Suite 303
Brunswick, GA 31520
912-574-7833

SAVANNAH:
7130 Hodgson
Memorial Drive
Savannah, GA 31406
912-355-0000

R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N
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Designing

Downtown

Where Are We Now? Where Are We Going?
STORY BY JADE BROWN

W

AFTER

hen thinking of the quintessential small town in
America, undoubtedly, a scene of a bustling downtown
street with department stores, pharmacies, movies,
and people comes to mind. A scene famously romanticized in the
1964 Petula Clark song, “Downtown” as a place where you can
“forget all your worries, forget all your cares.” While this was
certainly true of many towns in the 1930s, 40s, and 50s, by the
1980s—due to the state highway system, the rise of the enclosed
mall, and the shift from central town living to suburban neighborhood living—many downtown areas were left abandoned.
Such was the tale of the downtown streets of Jesup. In an effort
to combat this decline, the Downtown Development Authority
(DDA) was created. With a purpose of revitalizing the economic
and social impact of the downtown area while still maintaining
its historic integrity, the DDA went to work on its campaign to
put life back into the area. Maika Weathers, DDA Executive
Director, says, "The Downtown Development Authority strives
to create a lasting impact on downtown by developing a multitude of resources to continuously move historic downtown Jesup
forward. Through the guiding principles of the master plan and
the development of local grant programs such as the Facade and
Sign Improvement Grant (funded by local businesses), we hope
that the DDA encourages and inspires the community to always
continue to strive for the positive development of historic Jesup."
At the beginning of the endeavor, the DDA was struggling with
community confusion about who they were and what their goal
was. Weathers said that to combat this, they underwent an extensive rebranding project that resulted in a new logo and tagline.
Their goal was to make it clearer to the community that the DDA
was not the same as the Industrial Development Authority or the
Chamber of Commerce but instead, an entity in itself with its
own goals and projects. During this rebranding, they also worked
to put together a marketing strategy focused on the modern,
evolving, and diverse community that is downtown Jesup. This

BEFORE
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set in motion a campaign to collaborate with local businesses
to fund grants and publicize the downtown revitalization effort.
Many local businesses and industries have been happy to help
grow the downtown area because of the positive impact that a
thriving downtown can have on the image of the county overall.
These business partnerships make it possible to award grants to
downtown businesses to improve the aesthetics of their businesses, which also serves to beautify the downtown area.
In addition to the grants offered to downtown businesses, the
DDA has also recently completed two extensive downtown
development projects. The first was the Whaley Center Project,
in which the DDA partnered with the Williamson family to build
the new downtown Whaley Center. This rebuild was in response
to the fire that destroyed a large portion of the buildings on that
corner in 2014. Their coordinated efforts were used to design a
building that would keep with the historic facade of the existing
downtown buildings, and to market the center to businesses and
doctors that would drive commerce to the area. This partnership created one of the largest positive economic impacts in
downtown Jesup. The design choices also aided in beautifying
the area and sparking additional upgrades to other downtown
businesses. The Whaley Center Rebuild earned the Jesup DDA
recognition from the Georgia Downtown Association with a
2017 Award of Excellence.
The second major partnership was the joint effort by the DDA
and the Hickox family to renovate and reopen the Historic
Strand Theatre. The theater originally opened in 1924 and
remained open until 2009. Seven years later, Ralph and Jamie
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Hickox purchased, remodeled, and reopened it as The Historic
Strand Theater. The theater pays homage to its 1920s roots with
art deco decor and a classic movie inspired menu. The reopening
of The Strand in the heart of downtown has had a positive economic impact on downtown by drawing Georgians from Wayne
and surrounding counties.
Currently, the DDA is in the midst of the largest and, Weathers
says, most demanding project to date, the Downtown Master
Plan Project. They began by working with a student fellow
from the University of Georgia three years ago who outlined
the possibilities of the future of downtown by creating mockup
images of downtown Jesup to show what aesthetic differences
could be made. From this, the DDA was encouraged to apply for
the UGA Renaissance Strategic Visioning and Planning project
(RSVP) and was chosen as a recipient. This unique opportunity joins together multiple organizations and committees with
community leaders and stakeholders to focus on capitalizing on
previous improvements to help develop a cohesive vision for
downtown Jesup.
According to the Master Plan, presented February. 8 2018,
by the University of Georgia, the process included three parts
intended to answer the questions— “Where are we now? Where
are we going? And, how do we get there?” Unlike other models that simply devise a plan and institute it, the POP (people
own the process) model that is used in the RSVP project relied
on interviews, focus group meetings, town hall meetings, and
surveys to ensure community input and support. From there, the
information that was gathered was compiled and used to create

a visual model of how the community vision could be realized if
carried through to fruition. The vision includes: the addition of signage throughout the community to support and promote the historic
downtown area; green space—including planting beds and street
trees in and around downtown; and filling vacancies in the buildings
downtown. The final and most important step in the process is to
outline a plan for implementing the changes, including who would
be responsible for overseeing the process, when it would take place,
and how it would be funded.
Weathers said, "this master plan is a project the Downtown Development Authority has been working toward the past three years and
our hard work and dedication to the future of downtown Jesup has
paid off. [We] have worked hard in creating a plan that not only
addresses specific needs of the historic downtown district, but the
needs and wants of community members. We are proud that this is
a community member driven plan, filled with ideas and inspirations
that locals have envisioned for downtown. We could not be more
proud of this plan and look forward to implementing it for future
generations to benefit."

BEFORE

AFTER

It is clear that without the concerted efforts of the DDA and the
community, downtown Jesup would not be able to restore its
original glory. But, with continued support and persistence, Wayne
County residents will be able to enjoy the benefits of a thriving
downtown for generations to come.

BEFORE

Community Survey – Downtown Jesup
• 705 residents and visitors participated
• 94% of residents and visitors reported having a positive
opinion of downtown
• Respondents listed “arts, entertainment, or cultural activities”
as the #1 thing missing in downtown
• “Top Hits” were: Shopping, Dining, and the Strand;
Community Spirit & Pride; Downtown Revitalization.
• “Top Issues were: Signage; Beautifying Downtown; Parking;
Creating a Downtown Destiniation

AFTER
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RE/MAX Elite
Helping You with your
Real Estate Needs in
Jesup, Georgia

Terry Feltham, Associate

April Banks, Owner

Peggy Hickey, Associate

Ricky Stringer, Associate

Office: 912-559-2142 • Cell: 912-424-0687
123 West Cherry Street •Jesup, GA 31545

"Come by for a
FREE ASSESSMENT
to answer any
questions and go
over any exercises,
especially if your
looking at having
surgery. The more
knowledge you have
pr to surgery,
prior
the better your
outcome."
Garrett Pye

Picture L-R: Christi Foskey; Katie Mallard;
Garrett Pye, PT, Certiied D.N; Nick Childs, PTA

SPORT INJURIES • BACK & NECK PAIN • KNEE & HIP PAIN
SHOULDER PAIN • NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS • ARTHRITIS
DIZZINESS/VERTIGO • HEADACHEs • WORKPLACE INJURIES
POST-SURGICAL REHABILITATION • Dry Needling
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JESUP
1251 S. First Street
Jesup, GA 31545
912.559.2071
Waycross
501 W. Oneida Street
Waycross, GA 31501
912.285.0053
Baxley
37A Tippens Street
Baxley, Ga 31513
912.705.4000
We accept all major insurance,
Medicare, Medicare HMOs &
Worker’s Compensation

“Global Reach, Personal Touch”
2075 S. Sunset Blvd. • Jesup, GA 31545
912-588-2626 • www.domtar.com
Voted Wayne’s Favorite Country Cooking, Chicken, Ice Tea, Buﬀet, & Waitress - Karen Purvis

LUNCH & DINNER BUFFETS • MENU AVAILABLE • CATERING • RESERVATIONS FOR
PRIVATE EVENTS • FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET • SUNDAY BUFFET

Hours: Monday - Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. • Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Don't miss the Sunday Lunch Buﬀet or Seafood Night on Fridays

sybilsfamilyrestaurant.com

912.427.3855

362 North First Street • Jesup, GA 31545
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40
Charley
Johnson
Under
40
STORY BY CECIL MCDONALD
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTIE GENAUX PHOTOGRAPHY

For the past 21 years, Georgia Trend magazine has honored 40 of the
state’s outstanding Georgians under the age of 40. The honorees not only
excel in their 9-to-5 professions but are also committed to community
involvement that goes well beyond what they are paid to do. This year’s
group includes Wayne County’s own Charley Johnson.
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40 UNDER 40

“I have always enjoyed being involved with a group, club,
or association. I like working with others toward a common
goal. It is my hope to make a positive impact in the community
that it is sustained for many years.”
Left: Charley with his wife Amber who
works at Odum Elementary as a Speech
Language Pathologist, daughter Karley
age 6, and son Carter age 4.

After graduation, Charley continued his education at the Georgia Institute of Technology where
he earned a Master’s Degree in Environmental
Engineering. Upon completion of his Master’s
program, Charley decided to return home to take a
full-time position with Rayonier at the Jesup Mill
as a process engineer in 2005. He quickly earned
the opportunity to excel within the company and
has held various positions throughout the years.
Currently, Charley serves as Manager, Utilities and
is responsible for the production of steam, electricity, and chemicals for the plant.
Charley has not stopped his endeavor of continuous learning, having obtained his Professional Engineers License in Georgia in 2010. He completed
a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) with
Georgia Southern University in July of 2017.

C

harley Johnson, a Wayne County resident of 30+
years, has been employed with Rayonier Advanced Materials Jesup Mill since completing his
engineering education in 2005.Commitment to
the community and continuous learning are two aspects that
are exemplified throughout his life. Charley graduated from
Wayne County High School as valedictorian and attended
Mercer University in Macon, Georgia where he graduated
Summa Cum Laude with a Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental Engineering. During this time, he also worked four
summers at the Mill in the plant’s Environmental Department. At Mercer, he was active in numerous honors, civic,
and social organizations and won the prestigious Mercerian
Award in 2003 which is given to ‘the senior who excels academically while making Mercer a better place through his/her
co-curricular involvement and contributions to the campus
community’.

Charley is involved in numerous volunteer roles
that benefit the community. He is a Firefighter/
First Responder with the Odum Fire Department
and has touched numerous lives in that capacity
over the past 17 years, including being one of
the firefighters that fought the massive blaze that
destroyed a significant portion of downtown Jesup in 2015.
Charley is also treasurer of the Wayne County Emergency
Management Agency Amateur Radio Club (WEMAARC).
He is a member of the Jesup Lodge of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of the Elks having served in multiple
leadership positions including the highest office - Exalted
Ruler in 2011-2012. With the Elks, he has coordinated the
local youth Hoop Shoot, assisted annual Veterans Day meals
with the VFW, and is currently Chairman of the Scholarship
Committee a post he has held with the organization since
2010. Charley is an active member of Jesup Presbyterian
Church where he is especially involved with youth programs. He is also a graduate of Leadership Wayne. “I have
always enjoyed being involved with a group, club, or
association. I like working with others toward a common
goal. It is my hope to make a positive impact in the community that it is sustained for many years,” Charley explained.
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My
hobby
is
my
job
–
“

D

STORY BY CANDEE HARRIS

OUG LEWIS has never been one to rest

on his laurels. He’s highly motivated and his
career has proven it – over and over. When
asked if he had any hobbies he quickly replied, “My hobby is my job – I love working!”

A life-long resident of Wayne County, Lewis is a 1974
graduate from Wayne County High School and earned
his Criminal Justice Degree by attending college at night.
After working at Rayonier for several years, he embarked
on his law enforcement career in 1984 with the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) as a Conservation Ranger. In 1988 he was first runner up for State
Ranger of the Year, earning the coveted James R. Darnell
Award. The next year, he was awarded the top honor as
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Ranger of the Year. In 1997, he was promoted to Administrative Sergeant, ensuring all law enforcement certified
staff completed required training, managing budgetary and procurement processes, completing personnel
management plans and evaluations for all administrative
staff and serving as acting supervisor in the absence of the
Captain.
In 2010, Lewis was promoted to Captain, overseeing law
enforcement activities of officers in nine counties and
along Georgia’s coast, managing operations of DNR’s Region VII Law Enforcement Office, and serving as a liaison
with public, private and business organizations as well as
other law enforcement, state agencies and judicial circuits
to ensure positive relationships and efficient operations.

N

L AW E N FO R C E M E N T

I love working!”
NNN

P

Doug Lewis

JESUP POLICE DEPARTMENT CHIEF OF POLICE

Lewis continued to build on his law enforcement foundation,
earning certifications for numerous instructor positions. As a
result of his hard work, he was named both DNR Supervisor
of the Year and Wayne County Volunteer of the Year in 2010.
Lewis retired from DNR in 2015 as one of seven regional
supervisors in the state. But he didn’t go home. He went to
work for Wayne County Sheriff’s Office. While there, he
continued to seek out methods to make work more efficient
and effective. In just two years, he had compiled a myriad
of accomplishments that, among many other achievements,
included creating the local joint drug taskforce, initiating a
new pay scale for officers, creating four new positions in the
department, purchasing body armor and new shotguns with
grant funds, updating and adding cameras in the jail and Sheriff’s office for added safety, establishing an interview room
with audio and video to ensure documentation of interviews
and interrogations, and initiating the purchase of new digital
portable radios for patrol and investigative officers. His
diverse list of successes demonstrated Lewis’ commitment to
all aspects of his career, making him the perfect choice for his
newest role.
On October 3, 2017, Lewis was sworn in as Jesup’s new
Police Chief as long-time Chief Glenn Takaki retired. He is
excited about this new venture and has great vision for the
department.
“I’ve got so many things I want to accomplish, and everything takes time and preparation. I plan to begin working on
5- and 10-year plans for the department in the coming weeks
and months. Among these plans is increasing and diversifying staff. We want our police force to reflect our community.
I currently have a staff of 26 that I would like to eventually
grow to 30, including administrative and operations captains
who will learn everything there is to know about this force.”
Sheriff John Carter is excited to continue working with Lewis. “Doug is a long-time friend of mine that I was fortunate to
get as chief deputy when Curtis Hand retired. He was truly an
asset to the Sheriff’s Office and our community. Even though

I lost a great deputy, I gained a police chief that I know I can
work with and a man that I know will have a positive effect
on the City of Jesup as well as Wayne County. I look forward
to our continued efforts to make our cities and county a safer
place to live and raise children.”
Chief Lewis discussed the department’s biggest challenges
and how he plans to turn them into opportunities. “Manpower is currently one of our major concerns. Competition with
larger counties that are able to offer higher pay are tough to
contend with. We are going to have to think outside the box
for financial resources to help us attract quality officers.”
Lewis explained that many residents are not aware that the
department currently only has three to four officers on patrol
per shift. “One of my goals is to eventually expand the force
to five patrols per shift and divide the patrols into zones in
order for officers to have the opportunity to increase their visibility in our neighborhoods and become more engaged with
the community as public relations liaisons. That connection
to residents will develop a trust with officers and encourage
the public to feel comfortable reporting crimes and helping
make our community safer. Through the years, I’ve found
that a lot of times people don’t understand why we do
things like we do, but given the opportunity to ask questions, they are willing to be more supportive. Education is
the key.”
“Training is also of utmost importance,” he said. “In
January, we’ll start conducting high-liability training courses for officers on issues like domestic violence response and
driving techniques. We’ll also continue to offer community
training events such as women’s self-defense classes, and
I hope to provide many other public-oriented activities. I
want to find out what Jesup city residents want us to provide, and I’ll do my best to make sure it gets done.”
Chief Lewis promises transparency, accountability and
consistency in his department. “We want to be the example
for the state of Georgia. We want other departments to ask,
‘What are you doing that we aren’t?’ And I think it’s going
to be through education and public service.”
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Specializing in minimally invasive treatment of
venous and arterial disorders. Wayne County’s
first choice for expert vascular care since 2006.

J. Sheppard Mondy, III, M.D., FACS
166 Memorial Drive
Jesup, Georgia 31545

(912) 352-VEIN (8346)

Mine & Yours Boutique
(912) 427-7087

138 S Macon Street • Jesup, Georgia 31545
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Dr. Glenn Deibert, President of Coastal Pines Technical College accepts the 2017 College of the Year Award from Matt Arthur, Commissioner of the
Technical College System of Georgia (TCSG); Dr. Glenn Deibert; Gretchen Corbin, former Commissioner of TCSG; and Joe Yarbrough, TCSG State
Board Chair.

COASTAL PINES NAMED TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE YEAR

S

Top enrollment growth and highest graduation rate cited as success factors

outh Georgia communities may take pride in knowing
that the State Board of the Technical College System
of Georgia (TCSG) has selected Coastal Pines Technical College as this year’s recipient of the Sonny Perdue
Award for the TCSG Technical College of the Year. Each
December, the TCSG board chooses the award winner from
among the system’s 22 technical colleges. Colleges are
evaluated against various performance criteria in the areas
of technical education, adult education, economic development, resource development and administration.

“Coastal Pines’ consistent focus on excellence reflects its
commitment to serving its students and its community,”
said Gretchen Corbin, a former TCSG commissioner. “The
college not only continues to enroll a growing number of

new students, but also has instituted effective measures to
support their success, providing students with greater career
opportuni-ties and the college’s region with a pipeline to a
talented and ready workforce.”
Thirteen counties in Georgia are served by Coastal Pines
and the faculty and staff within each college have encouraged and created success and opportunities for their students. “I’m extremely proud to accept this award on behalf
of the board, faculty, staff and students of Coastal Pines
Technical College, as well as the communities we serve,”
said President Glenn Deibert. “This award is a testament to
their dedication to higher education and a symbol of the college’s contributions to growth opportunities for our students
and our companies.”

HIGHLIGHTS FROM COASTAL PINES TECHNICAL COLLEGE’S 2017 ACADEMIC YEAR INCLUDE:
- The highest graduation rate (87 percent) in Georgia’s public technical college system. Coastal Pines graduated 1,278 students in
2017 and has exceeded its Complete College Georgia degree production goals for nine consecutive years.
- The highest enrollment growth in the Georgia technical college system, increasing student Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs)
by 14 percent over 2016.
- The largest increase in high school dual enrollment system-wide. Coastal Pines had 1,806 high school students enrolled in its
credit courses during 2017, representing seven percent of all public high school students in the college’s service delivery area.
- The most improvement in operational efficiency. Coastal Pines reduced its cost-per-FTE by 11.3 percent in 2017, more than
any other college in Georgia’s technical college system.
- Superb licensure pass rates, with 95 percent of graduates passing their licensure exams.
66
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a Je’s

“We turn ordinary
into extraordinary.”
OPEN FOR LUNCH
PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE
GOURMET DESSERTS,
HAND-POURED ITALIAN CREAM SODAS,
AND SPECIALTY COFFEES.

106 E. CHERRY STREET • JESUP, GA 31546

912-559-6955

ESTABLISHED 1972
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Front Row:
Don Darden, Commissioner District 2
David Earle Keith, Mayor
Shirlene Armstrong, Commissioner District 1
Bill Harvey, Commissioner District 6
Back Row:
Nick Harris, Commissioner District 3
Rose Jackson, City Clerk
Mike Deal, City Manager
Stanley Todd, Commissioner District 5
Mike Conner, City Attorney

JESUP

City of

912-427-1313
162 E. Cherry Street
Jesup, GA 31545
www.jesupga.gov

Misty Juarbe, RPh

Jones Drug
Company
At Jones Drug, a Good Neighbor Pharmacy,
it’s more convenient than ever to reﬁll or
add prescriptions through the My GNP
Mobile App or on-line at: www.mygnp.com

149 NW Broad Street • Jesup, Georgia, GA 31545 • (912) 427-3726 • www.mygnp.com
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WAYNE COUNTY

HABITAT for
HUMANITY
LOOKING FORWARD TO MORE
HOUSES AND MORE VOLUNTEERS
STORY BY D. FRANKLIN

T

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WAYNE COUNTY HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

he third house to be built and funded by the
Wayne County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity is
close to be completed. Just a bit of finishing trim
and after that the power will be turned on. Then
the family of five, for which the building on Palm Street was
constructed, can begin to move in.
It will be a big day for the family and will be a big change
when they occupy a house of their own. They will join the
two other families in the neighborhood who already occupy
houses built from the heart and hard work of the donors and
volunteers who make up the local chapter of Habitat. The
Rev. Johnny Mathis, president of Habitat of Wayne, would
like to see another home under construction, but right now
he is not sure how long it will be until such a project can be
undertaken. “Seems like we have had more trouble in the last
few years receiving the help and the volunteers that we have
always had. We need more funds before we can begin another
home,” he said.
Back in 2000, Mathis was brought into the newly founded Wayne County Chapter of Habitat. “I was just another
volunteer worker then. I remember that first day on that first
house, we must have had at least 50 people on site, ready to
get involved,” he recalled.
He says it has been those original volunteers that have carried
the program forward these past 17 years. But as some have
had to retire from their assistance, other, younger volunteers
have not come along to replace them. “We surely need more
volunteers,” agreed Shirlene Armstrong, another active volunteer for the program. “We really need help.”
Habitat began right here in Georgia. It was originally the idea
of a couple from Americus named Millard and Linda Fuller.
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The president of the Wayne County Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity, the Rev. Johnny Mathis, and Jesup City Commissioner Shirlene Armstrong check the progress on the latest Habitat
house on Palm Street.

They began with an idea for what they called “partnership
housing.” They saw a need for adequate and affordable housing produced by volunteers. The houses were to be built at no
profit. New homeowners would pay back a no-interest loan
provided by supporters and money earned by fundraising.
The “Fund for Humanity” grew in no small part due to the

VOLUNTEERING

HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY’S GOAL:
The goal of Habitat for Humanity is
to eliminate poverty housing and
homelessness worldwide and to make
affordable shelter a matter of
conscience and action.

MISSION
Habitat for Humanity works in partnership with God and people everywhere to develop communities with
God’s people in need by building and
renovating houses so that there are
decent houses in decent communities
in which people can live and grown
into all that god intended.

participation of former First Lady Rosalynn and former President Jimmy Carter. Now Habitat works in 1,400 communities
across the U.S., including the chapter here in Wayne County. In addition, the program has stretched into 70 countries
and has assisted more than 10 million people with new and
affordable houses.

Volunteers helping to build
the latest Habitat for Humanity home in Wayne County.

Habitat in Wayne County has more property that can be used
to place housing. What is needed now is more funding to begin another home. Families are selected according to a list of
criteria that does not discriminate on the basis of race, creed
or ethnic background. Homeowners have to contribute “sweat
equity” by working with volunteers to construct the home.
House payments are required although no profit or interest are
added. Payments go into a fund that is used to build additional housing.
No government funds are used or will even be accepted for
Habitat projects. The whole program relies on volunteers and
donations from within the community. Among the local contributors are Rayonier and several churches and civic clubs as
well as a number of individuals and businesses. Yet, in recent
years, the participation had dwindled, and today there is not
enough money to begin the next house. The demand is still
here, but community involvement is vital if the chapter is to
provide more housing.

Anyone interested in contributing as a volunteer worker or
as a donor can contact the Wayne County Chapter Habitat
for Humanity by writing to PO Box 173, Jesup, GA 31598 or
calling volunteer and Board of Directors member Dr. Tommie
Fuller at 579-2205.
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Dr. Steve Barr, Dr. Bill Mitchell, Dr. Bradley Easterlin

Renue Plastic Surgery is Committed to
Serving Jesup and Southeast Georgia
In early 2001, Dr. Bill Mitchell founded what would later be known as Renue Plastic Surgery. He
opened a 1,000 ft ² office in Brunswick, Ga with all of two employees. Fast forward seventeen
years, now with three physicians, five locations, two surgery centers and forty employees later, the
Renue of today looks drastically different. WCM sat down with them recently to learn more
about Renue and the broad scope of services they offer.
What made you decide to open an office in Jesup
6 years ago?
In Brunswick, we were seeing large numbers of patients who
lived in or around Wayne County. It only made sense to open
a branch here in Jesup to better serve them. Patients were
happy to have us here locally, and doctors in the area were
glad to have the option of referring patients to experienced,
board-certified plastic surgeons without sending them out of
town.

What makes Renue unique?
What makes us unique is the patient experience we provide.
Our warm, caring and professional staff and our three
experienced board-certified plastic surgeons strive to treat
every patient like a VIP. Patient access to care is very
important to us. We have five locations spread throughout
southeast Georgia in Brunswick, St. Simons, St. Marys,
Jesup, and Waycross. We offer timely appointments including
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same day appointments for emergency situations requiring
immediate plastic surgery such as burns, lacerations, dog
bites, hand injuries, and facial fractures. We also offer
patients the convenience and confidentiality of having
surgery in either of two privately-owned, state-of-the-art
outpatient surgery centers. Both surgery centers are
state-licensed, Medicare certified, and accredited by the
Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care Inc.
Renue is truly a full-service plastic surgery practice. In
addition to reconstructive surgery and the various cosmetic
procedures that most often come to mind when you think of
plastic surgery, we also offer non-surgical options, such as
Botox, dermal fillers, chemical peels, laser treatments, and
most recently, CoolSculpting.

What is the biggest misconception about plastic
surgery?
Patients are surprised to find out that certain procedures are

Sponsored Content
frequently covered by insurance, such as breast
reduction, abdominoplasty, upper eyelid surgery/
brow lift, varicose vein surgery, skin cancer
surgery, hand surgery, breast reconstruction and
scar revision from previous surgery or trauma.
In order for insurance to cover surgery, the
condition being corrected by the procedure must
meet the insurance company’s criteria for medical
necessity. For example, large breasts commonly
cause shoulder grooves from bra straps and neck/
back pain. Droopy eyelids can impair vision. Our
dedicated precertification specialist advocates on
patients’ behalf with insurance companies and has
a track record obtaining approval for surgeries.

Renue recently started offering
CoolSculpting. What is CoolSculpting?

•   No surgery and little to no downtime
•   Proven safe and effective
•   Millions of treatments worldwide

811 S. First Street, Jesup, GA 31545
(912) 427-3003 | renuemd.com

CoolSculpting has received a lot of national and
international attention and was ranked “#1 Fat
Fighter” for the 4th year in a row by New
Beauty Magazine in 2017. CoolSculpting is
a non-surgical option for patients who have
areas of stubborn fat on their abdomen, inner
and outer thighs, flank/side, or under their chin.
CoolSculpting is the only FDA-approved,
non-invasive fat-reduction technology that targets
and freezes fat cells to eliminate 20-25% of fat
in the treated area without surgery or downtime.
Most patients resume their normal activities,
including going to the gym, immediately after
treatment.
The science behind CoolSculpting is
cryolipolysis, a unique cooling technology
invented by Harvard scientists and doctors to
target and freeze fat cells, destroying them
without harming other surrounding tissues. The
broken down fat cells are then eliminated through
the body’s normal metabolic processes. Since
the number of fat cells in our bodies typically
becomes fixed in our teenage years, these
eliminated fat cells will not be replaced.
Applying our extensive experience in body
contouring procedures, our CoolSculpting
specialists develop an individualized treatment
plan taking into account each patient’s goals
and giving a realistic expectation of results. If
CoolSculpting alone will not achieve the results a
patient is looking for, we can offer other options
such as liposuction or abdominoplasty, or the
patient might opt for using CoolSculpting in
combination with another procedure. With three
“Cool” locations in Brunswick, St. Marys, and
Waycross, Renue Plastic Surgery is the largest
CoolSculpting provider in southeast Georgia.

Brunswick - Waycross - St. Marys - St. Simons Island
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Arts

& CULTURE

S

pring is a season of creativity
and renewal. Mother Nature begins weaving the colors back into
her grand landscape portrait and the
warm weather draws her audience out
to view the display. Artists too, pull
their materials back out to rediscover
the colors and forms that make up the
duality of nature—always the same,
yet always different.
The artists of Wayne County are many
and with each season, more emerge,
like new hues in a familiar palette.
Wayne County Magazine recognizes
the contribution these artists make
within the community—be it painting,
music or plays—to add to our quality
of life. It is in this spirit that we have
launched the first “Arts & Culture”
section, a new regular section that will
feature talented local artists, musicians
and a calendar of upcoming cultural
events.

BLOOM WHERE
YOU’RE PLANTED
STORY BY CANDICE MCKINLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MORGAN SALLI

Artist Candice McKinley
painted, "Trowell House
Train", which adorns the
foyer walls in the Trowell
Historic Inn.The three foot
by six-foot oil painting was
painted using a monochromatic color scheme of burnt
umber, titanium white and
ivory black oil paints, followed by a glazing treatment
of metallic pearl oil paint,
and treated with a high gloss,
texturized medium, giving the
finished artwork a “glassy”
appearance.
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Art in Wayne County
WRITTEN BY CANDICE MCKINLEY – PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN RIDDLE

“[Art is] who we are; it tells our stories, but it also contributes to the well-being and the economic vitality of place,
and that is through everything from tourism and downtown
revitalization to workforce development.” - Karen L. Paty,
executive director of the Georgia Council for the Arts (GCA).
During a recent trip to Atlanta, I sat down with members of
the Georgia Council for the Arts to discuss art and economic
development in Wayne County. This ongoing conversation
is equal parts local government factoring the Arts into their
economic development strategy and Artists taking the initiative to be involved in the decision-making process. As both
parts work together, that slow-moving engine begins to pick
up steam.

Trowell Historic Inn owner Ramona Edwards (right) hosted
an open house event to display her painting, “Trowell
House Train,” commissioned from local artist Candice
McKinley. It hangs in the foyer of the Trowell House Bed &
Breakfast on Cherry Street.

As an Artist, I have been anticipating the City of Jesup’s
Renaissance Strategic Vision & Plan (RSVP), part of a threeyear investment from the City and the Downtown Development Authority to revitalize our community. Surveyed
citizens ranked “Arts, entertainment, or cultural activities” as
the No. 1 thing missing from downtown, and the RSV-Plan
has addressed this in some very creative ways (see "Designing Downtown" story in this issue.) The City is on the right
track—and I’m looking forward to investing my creativity
into the city that invests in us.

WAYNE COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL – CALENDAR OF EVENTS
“Art is S’cool” – March 6, 13, 20, 27 @ 4pm – 6 pm
After-School art classes offered for school-aged children.
Becky Floyd will be the instructor.
Open Studio in March – 10am to noon and 7pm to 9pm
Each Thursday and Friday in March. Thursdays from 10am –
noon with Artist Nancy Lancey, and Fridays from 7pm – 9pm
with Laura Gregory.
Writers Guild – March 8, 22 @ 7pm – 9pm
Public event open to anyone interested in writing or wanting to
learn—with instructor Leslie Crane.
Lantern Festival – April 28 @ 7:30pm
Lantern Festival at Mallard Park on Pine Street. Event is free
to the public.
Music Concert – June 2 @ 6pm
Join “Machine Funk,” a tribute band to “Widespread Panic,”
at the Wayne County Farmer’s Market. Ticket cost will be $15
per individual. Food vendors and alcohol will be available.
Attendees are suggested to bring their own chairs.
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Dogwood Festival – March 24 @ 10am – 7pm
The 41st Annual Dogwood Festival will be held
at Wayne County Jaycee Fairgrounds. A variety of
vendors will be present, including arts and crafts
vendors from all over the Southeast. Children’s entertainment will be hosted in a secure location close
to the beautiful Altamaha river.

‘Baby, Give Me One More Chance’
STORY BY CANDICE MCKINLEY | PHOTOGRAPHY PROVIDED BY SECOND CHANCE BAND

Every year, Wayne County residents look forward to cutting
loose with Second Chance Band at the VFW (Veterans of
Foreign Wars clubhouse) after the Thanksgiving holiday, and
again at the Pine Forest Country Club for the August Summer
Social—it’s a tradition in these parts. The 12-member band
plays Motown hits and more, and the five lead singers croon
soulfully to a variety of music—from the Platters to Van
Morrison. The band also plays out of town at “Swamp Fest” in
Waycross in April for those followers with wanderlust.
The group originally started out as the band for the local
talent show “Wayne County Productions,” and after playing
for several years, the band and several singers decided in
2004 to form their own band and “have some fun.” The good
times led to traveling and playing at weddings, class reunions, fund raisers, community festivals and several shows
over the years at the Jekyll Island Beach Music Festival.

Band practice varies but is usually several times a
month. Some of the musicians have been playing for half
a decade, give or take a few years. Mike Hargrove said
he’s been playing the sax since 1970, 47 years, to be
exact. “Music is what we’re all about,” he said. “We are
a family.”
For more information about Second Chance Band or their
schedule, visit their website at: secondchanceband.org, or
follow them on Facebook at Second Chance Band.

The band’s members include Vocalists Parker Mullis, Earl
Bailey, Jack Brinkley, Mark McGregor and Johnny Keith;
Mike Hargrove on saxophone; Jayson Melton on trumpet;
Maron DeLoach on keyboards; Tony Cason on lead guitar;
Greg Archambeault on bass guitar; Tony Brinkley on drums;
and sound man Randy Reynolds.
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Our Georgia bankruptcy practice provides legal
bankruptcy assistance to our clients including
Chapter 13 and Chapter 7 bankruptcy filings
in Georgia.
We cater to both consumer and business clients
throughout Georgia. Our bankruptcy practice can
also assist clients with IRS matters.

PRACTICE AREAS:
Georgia Bankruptcy Lawyer
Georgia Social Security Lawyer
Georgia Injury Lawyer
Hazlehurst: 912-375-5620
Jesup: 912-554-3756
Brunswick: 912-554-3774
bankruptcygroup.net
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Giana Eden at her studio
Hickory Wind on South Hickory
Street. Photography by Mattie
Genaux Photography.

Her hands are dirty, so her art is beautiful
STORY BY D. FRANKLIN

S

he gets her hands dirty. She gets her clothes all covered in
mud. Sometimes her face is streaked with clay.

She is a creative artist with talent born from her love of clay,
her love of life and an extraordinary ability to turn earth, fire,
and water into beautiful and useful works of art. Giana Eden is
unusual in several ways. As an artist, she chose early on to work
in ceramics. She learned her craft from renowned artists in the
United States and Japan. She has developed techniques as her
abilities have increased through the years to the place where she
is today—she is a master of her craft.
Flawlessly, she spins the clay and shapes it with her hands
and fingers into three small saucer-sized plates. She does this
without having to measure or use templates. And as she places
the pieces on a drying board, I can see that all three are identical
in appearance and are the same size. “I’ve done this so many
times, I could do it with my eyes closed,” she says. And this is
easy to believe. Here in her workshop, the former clumps of clay
are now in various stages of becoming utilitarian pieces such as
plates, cups and such, while others are being transformed into

one-of-a-kind artistic creations.
Giana began her love affair with clays in junior high and high
schools. She decided to major in art in college, and for two years
at Syracuse University and the Maryland Institute of Art, she
dived into the academic side of art. But she developed an itch to
become an apprentice of a master and that led her to well-known
ceramic artist Richard Bennett. She began as an apprentice at his
Great Barrington Pottery studio in Massachusetts. When Bennett
decided to go to Japan to learn more about the Oriental way of
working with clays, the young Giana went along. And for most
of the next year, she learned to apply Japanese philosophy and
technique in her works.
When she returned to the United States, an unexpected opportunity opened for her, and she bought a small studio in SoHo.
At 23, Giana was making pottery in New York. A vignette in
a movie starring James Kahn displayed a full-frame view of a
sign she had made just for the occasion, showing the name of
her business—Waking Mountain Pottery. “And that changed my
business,” she recalled. Suddenly, she was getting noticed. She
Showcasing Your Community's Personality
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Giana throws pottery using a Japanese
method called “throwing off the hump.”
Photography by Jennifer Lindell.

began seeing many more customers, including Macy’s in New York. But then she was
struck by cancer and forced to give up her
business and give full time to her health. She
did not take up working with pottery until she
wound up a married young woman in Jesup.
Today, Giana spends several days each week
in her workshop creating more ceramic pieces. In the mornings, she is a fitness and yoga
instructor and also leads "Silver Sneaker"
classes. She has been involved in the art
scene and community projects here for more
than three decades—often just out of view
of the public eye. But all this time she has
continued to produce one-of-a-kind works
of art, often receiving orders from people
she has never met; frequently from people
miles away.
She produces pieces in her Jekyll Island collection that are sold at the Jekyll Welcome
Center and the Jekyll Sea Turtle Center
shop. She says that these pieces are some
of her more creative pieces. Other pieces
are created for the Savannah Bee Company,
Fort Stewart, Watermelon Creek Winery and
Golden Isle Olive Oil. Special and personal funerary urns are another creation of
Giana’s, and some of these are on display at
Howard Jones Funeral Home.
“I believe the artist’s job in our culture is
to observe life and present it in a different
format,” Giana says.
And as a part of that, she is preparing to
attend shows again and display some of her
work for customers. She will be attending
the art show in Acworth April 21-22, which
is Earth Day. This will be the first such show
she has attended in the past few years. And
she is ready to be the mentor for an eager
apprentice, such as she was some 40 years
ago. “I would like to teach and share my
knowledge,” she says. And what beautiful
knowledge that is.

Giana creates one-of-akind pieces of art for Jekyll
Island’s Sea Turtle Center at
the Jekyll Island Welcome
Center. Photos courtesy of
Giana Eden Pottery.
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Giana’s work and life have been featured in
newspaper articles in the New York Times,
The Torch, The AJC, the Cordele Dispatch,
the Kearny NJ The Observer, and in the book
Transforming the Ordinary. Giana’s pottery
studio, “Hickory Wind,” is located at 417
South Hickory St. She receives guests as
drop-ins or by reservation. For more information, visit her website: gianaedenpottery.
com, or call Giana at (912) 202-2323.

Dr. Headley is a board-certiﬁed
Family Physician and has served
patients and their families in
Wayne County since 2002.
He along his staﬀ is proud to
introduce to you our new
Physician Assistant, Alejandra
Dicaro.
Alejandra
will
be
working with Dr. Headley in
diagnosing and treating acute
illnesses, managing chronic
conditions, providing health
screening.
She has completed her Masters
of Physician Assistant Studies at
Western University of Health
Sciences in Pomona, California.
She is fully licensed by the state
of Georgia and has held her
National Certiﬁcation as a
Physician Assistant since 2010.
Ph
William V. Headley, Jr. MD FAAFP
825 S. 1st Street
Jesup, GA 31545

912-427-7400
Check us out on Facebook or visit
our website at www.jesupdoctor.com
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“Sonny Training” – Watercolor on paper

& CULTURE

“Pump House” – Watercolor on paper

“Magnolia”- Oil on canvas

Local Artist and Graphic
Designer Laura Cooper has
been creating Art for more
than 40 years.

Creating For The Sheer Pleasure Of It
STORY BY CANDICE MCKINLEY| PHOTOS COURTESY OF LAURA COOPER

“I enjoy exploring the world through colors and shapes,” said
Artist and Graphic Designer Laura Cooper. She has been on her
expedition for more than 40 years, diverging among paths of different media and techniques to express her love of nature. Born
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, she attended Mt. Lebanon High
School, which had a “really wonderful art program,” she said.
“When I had the opportunity to take an elective in 10th grade, I
chose painting and have loved it ever since.”
Laura comes from a very creative family. Both of her siblings
are artistically inclined. “My mom was an excellent seamstress
and dad enjoyed woodworking. We were always decorating
cookies and making elaborate costumes, such as the time my
sister and I pulled a wagon of “Barbies on the Moon” dressed
in outfits we had fashioned from tin foil for a local parade,”
she said.
After high school she applied to the Art School in Baltimore
after a suggestion from one of her teachers and in 1986, she
graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore, Maryland, and has
nearly completed a Master of Fine Arts in Teaching degree.
She moved to Georgia in 1988 when her parents, Ruth and Don
Lucas, retired to Jekyll Island. She took her portfolio to Davis
Ad Graphics on St. Simons where Erv Davis took her under his
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wing and taught her all about advertising. “I would draw and
hand letter projects before they would go to the photographer or
typesetter,” she recalled. “This was before desktop publishing,
so I really learned from the ground up.”
Laura and her son Lucas moved to Jesup when Lucas started
kindergarten in 1996. Shortly after, she opened her own agency,
Artworks Advertising & Design, where she does a mix of graphic art and fine art. “I have built a network of customers all over
the United States, some with foreign offices.”
Some of Laura’s fine art is commissioned pieces, but some of it
she does for her own enjoyment. “I really love art supplies and I
am always coming up with ideas I want to explore or express. I
have an affinity for the way shapes and colors work together and
appreciate that art is an integral part of our human experience.”
Laura’s message to anyone with creative ideas is this: “We all
enjoy creating art for the sheer pleasure of it until we reach that
age where we think someone might criticize our work. Don’t let
that negativity limit you. Do what you are going to do and look
for the best part of what you did. Even if it is just one portion of
the painting, you can learn to appreciate what works and what
doesn’t. I believe no one can discourage you from something
you truly love.”

9 th Annual

Presented By

Partners Risk Services
DBA The Michael Long Agency

Thank You to Our Sponsor s
Silent
Auction
Sponsor

P E S T

Event Host

Toast Sponsor
The

CONNER LAW GROUP PC

Live Auction
Sponsor

ATTORNEYS | COUNSELORS | TRIAL LAWYERS

C O N T R O L

Raffle Sponsor

Wine Pull Sponsor

Entertainment
Sponsor

Live Music by
Michael Hulett

Builders Supply Co

CORPORATE SPONSORS

AppleCare, Chemours, EAM Corporation, Georgia Dermatology & Skin Cancer Center, Harter Recycling Center, Jesup Drive-In,
Jones Medical Equipment, Mattie Genaux Photography, NeSmith Chevrolet of Jesup, Overholt General Contractors,
Paramount Printing & Design, Parker’s, Piggly Wiggly, RATEL Communications, Republic Services,
Southeast Georgia Health System, Southeastern Gin & Peanut, The Historic Strand, Thomas & Hutton,
Universal Electric Company, Wayne County Board of Tourism, Wayne County Farm Bureau,
Wayne County Industrial Development Authority, Wayne Obstetrics & Gynecology, Woody Folsom Automotive, WTOC-TV

BUSINESS SPONSORS

AgSouth Farm Credit, Allstate Insurance – The Hurst Agency, Boykin Steel & Crane, Carter Land Services,
Duckworth Propertes, First Southern Bank, Georgia Hospice Care, Georgia Paint, Harris & Company, PC,
Harris Real Estate, Harrison Real Estate & Insurance, Hospice of South Georgia, Interstate Credit Union,
Jesup Insurance Agency, Jesup Jaycees, Joelyn Pirkle, Attorney at Law, Kimberly Rozier, CPA,
Leah L. Jones, PC, Attorney at Law, Marshland Credit Union, Mike Burch Ford, Mobile Concrete,
Nine Run Farms, Okefenokee REMC, Parker Insurance & Realty, PrimeSouth Bank, Quality Pre-Owned of Jesup,
RE/MAX Elite, Samantha Jacobs, PC, Satilla REMC, SMART Physical Therapy, SunTrust Bank, The Heritage Bank,
Tracy Brown, Attorney at Law, Troy University, Vibrant Living Wellness Center

SAVE THE DATE FOR NEXT YEAR’S 10TH ANNUAL TASTE OF WAYNE
ON THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2019!
For more information contact the Chamber at: (912) 427-2028, 261 West Plum Street, Jesup, GA 31545
Hours of Operation: 9 am to 5 pm Monday – Friday | Email: chamberoffice@waynechamber.com

F WayneCountyChamber Q WayneCoChamber
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we can help
Let’s plan for the road ahead, but prepare for any turns along
the way. We’ll help you keep more of what you earn, and make
the most of what you have. Call us today.

Terms and conditions subject to change without notice. Rates may vary based on individual credit worthiness.

HOME HEALTH CARE • EQUIPMENT SALES & RENTAL
LARGE SELECTION OF UNIFORMS
SERVING ALL OF SOUTHEAST GEORGIA.
Respiratory therapists are available 24 hours a day.
Accepting Medicaid, Medicare, and Most Insurances.

Monday – Friday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

912-427-6600

3000 Altama Avenue; Brunswick, GA 31520
477 South First Street; Jesup, GA 31545
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TALK OF THETOWN
S h o w c a s i n g W ay n e C o u n t y ’ s P e o p l e a n d E v e n t s

Pictured: Wayne County School Superintendent Jay Brinson, School Nutrition Director Dr. Rindy Trapnell, Samantha Thornton, Wayne
County School Nutrition Coordinator, and WCHS Assistant Principal Brett McDaniel.
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Interstate Credit Union, celebrates its 50th anniversary
Interstate Credit Union, celebrating its 50th anniversary, broke
ground on a new administrative building which will be located
behind their current location on W. Cherry Street. The credit union was founded in 1968 by a group of employees from
Interstate Paper LLC in Riceboro, Georgia. The company served

members from a shoebox at John and Emma Jean Boatwright’s
house in Jesup. They've grown from that shoebox to five
branches in Southeast Georgia including Jesup, Baxley Midway,
Hazlehurst, and Brunswick. The new facility is expected to be
finished in late 2018.

WCHS Varsity Swim Team Sets Records at State Meet

(back row) Andrew Headley, Kaden Reck, Robert Headley, Ray
Lantrip, Adriana Martin, Christina Thomas (front row) Justin McKeithen,
Clay Hardenbrook, Jordan Boulineau, Sydney Lantrip, Jakob Rinehart,
Grace Dixon, Samantha Mendez
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The Wayne County High School Varsity Swim Team
worked very hard this season and recognition for
their hard work was validated at the state swim meet.
Coach Franklin Guill states that records were set
by this year’s team, “To my knowledge and from
researching past state championship meets, in the
history of WCHS, the Varsity Team has never taken
a Boy’s 200 Medley Relay to state. We did this year,
and that relay placed 14th in the state out of 39 teams.
Never in the history of WCHS has the Varsity Team
sent a Boy’s 400 Freestyle Relay to represent Wayne
County until this year, this relay went on to make
finals as well. In the history of WCHS, there has
never been a Girl’s 200 Freestyle Relay qualify for
the state meet until this year. In the past, we have had
several boys qualify in individual events, but it has
been over 15 years since a girl qualified for state, until
last year and this year. I am very proud of all of their
successes. This year will be one for the record books
for sure.”

LEAH L. JONES, P.C.
Attorney At Law

SPECIALIZING IN REAL ESTATE LAW
AND BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
347 East Cherry Street • Jesup, Georgia 31546 • 912.427.8222

roYal pools of Jesup
Life is Better
by the Pool
Your pool
and spa
professionals

286 Lanes Bridge Road
Jesup, Georgia 31545
(912) 385-2530
royalpoolsofjesup.com
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Leadership Wayne Class: Nick Ellis, Ray Moore, Dell Keith, Chris Hamilton, Mark Williams Amanda Hannah, Stanley Todd, Reggie Burgess,
Governor Nathan Deal, Alan Volskay, Carley McDonald, Representative Bill Werkheiser, Sharon Courson, Shauna Mattingly, Larissa Fenn,
Representative Chad Nimmer, Jacob Weaver, and Jamie Hickox (Co-Chair) in the Governor’s office at the State Capital.

WAYNE COUNTY’S EMERGING LEADERS
The last Leadership Wayne class was announced in August
2017. The participants began the program with an orientation
and bonding retreat on St. Simons Island. Throughout the year,
the group has focused on different aspects of the community to
help them develop an awareness and appreciation of community resources, processes, problems, and issues. The program

concludes in June with a Vision Retreat and graduation. Leadership Wayne is coordinated by the Wayne County Chamber of
Commerce with alumni serving as volunteers. Applications for
the 2018/2019 Leadership Wayne class will be available in June
2018. For more information, contact the Chamber of Commerce
at 912-427-2028.

Shaun O’Quinn Selected for
Leadership Georgia
“I am so humbled to have been chosen out of 350 applicants to be one of 63 participants
in the 2018 class of Leadership Georgia. This year marks the 47th year of Leadership
Georgia and I am proud to follow in the footsteps of so many great Georgians, many of
which are from Wayne County.” - Shaun O’Quinn
Leadership Georgia stands apart as one of the nation's oldest and most successful leadership-training programs for young business, civic and community leaders with the desire
and potential to work together for a better Georgia. Its primary purpose is to identify,
train, and inspire a network of emerging young leaders, whose ages typically range from
25 to 45 years old. Affiliated with the Georgia Chamber of Commerce, the organization
has fielded numerous highly influential state and national leaders. Among the ranks of
Leadership Georgia alumni there are leaders in business, not-for-profit organizations,
and elected officials including U.S. Senators, U.S. Congressmen, State Legislators, and a
Georgia Secretary of State. Approximately 60 participants, selected each year from a pool
of several hundred applicants, visit five Georgia communities in an effort to learn more
about important issues affecting the state. Diversity in gender, religion, race, occupation,
and geographical location is a key factor in the selection of class members. Spousal
participation is another key component separating Leadership Georgia from similar state
programs across the country.
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ALTAMAHA
CANINE
CONSULTING . LLC

Providing obedience and
specialty training for Wayne
and surrounding Counties.

912-294-0323
altamahacanineconsulting.com

Local Youth To Attend Miss Georgia Outstanding Teen Pageant

Wayne County is proud
to have three young ladies
represent them at the
upcoming Miss Georgia
Outstanding Teen Pageant
to be held in June. They
are Hallie Dixon, Miss
Johns Creek Outstanding
Teen; Ansley Harter, Miss
Conyers Cherry Blossom
Outstanding Teen; and
Emily Teston, Miss Wayne
County’s Outstanding Teen.
The three queens were recently together at the Great
Gatsby Gala.
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Partners Risk Services Celebrates Ten Years in Business
Partners Risk Services, formerly known as the Michael
Long Agency, celebrated ten years in business at a luncheon and celebration on February 21, 2018, for clients,
associations, and friends, at their Brunswick Street location. The agency opened in 2008. Brian Griffis joined

Wayne County School Superintendent Jay
Brinson, Dr. Rindy Trapnell , Samantha Thornton,
Wayne County School Nutrition Coordinato,, and
WCHS Assistant Principal Brett McDaniel.

the agency in 2010. With its new affiliation with Partners
Risk Services, the agency offers an even greater portfolio
of auto, homeowners, life, and commercial and business
insurance, as well as, risk management consulting and
employee benefits.

Georgia Commissioner of Agriculture Gary Black, Georgia Organics Executive Director
Alice Rolls, Dr. Rindy Trapnell, Public Health Commissioner J. Patrick O’Neal, Associate
Dean for UGA Extension at the UGA College of Agriculture Laura Perry Johnson, and
State Superintendent Richard Woods.

Wayne County School System Recognized for Farm-To-Table Program
The Wayne County School System received a bronze-level “Golden Radish” Award for its farm-to-table program.
Farm-to-school programs are designed to teach academic
standards in school gardens, support the local economy
through local food purchases for school meals, and fight
childhood obesity and other preventable food-related
diseases. The award recognizes school districts for many
aspects of the farm-to-school operations including local
food procurement to hosting taste tests and gardening with
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students. “We were so excited to be recognized for the
things that we do every day,” said Rindy Trapnell, Wayne
County’s school nutrition director.
According to Georgia Organics, which founded the state’s
first farm-to-school program in 2007, 40 percent of school
districts are actively involved in the program which is
having a great impact on child nutrition, farmer prosperity,
rural development, local economies and public health.

TRINITY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School 10 AM
Sunday Morning Worship 11 AM
Sunday Evening Worship 6 PM
Mid-week Prayer & Bible Study 7 PM

Dr. Ron Wilcox, Pastor
Rev. Larry Harris, Assoc. Pastor
Gordon W. "Bud" Collins, Music Director
Don Cahill, Administrator

5061 Spring Grove Road
Jesup, GA 31545
912-427-3966

TEXT FOR SAME DAY
APPOINTMENTS:

912-216-0636
KEVIN O. KEOWN, M.D.

TANDY M. SMITH, FNP-BC

• ALLERGY TESTING
• ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
• ALLERGY INJECTION
(EKG)
• ADULT VACCINATIONS • MOST MINOR SURGICAL
• ECHO/ULTRA SOUND
AND DERMATOLOGIC
• IN-HOUSE DIGITAL
PROCEDURES
RADIOGRAPHY
• IN-HOUSE LABS
• SPIROMETRY
FOR LUNG
SPIROMET
FUNCTION EVALUATION
330 Peachtree Street • Jesup, GA 31545 • 912-427-6964
waynefamilypractice.com
Hours: Monday-Thursday: 7:00 a.m – 4:30 p.m. and Friday: 7:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon
After Hours/Emergency: 912-427-6811

HOLLY JONES, FNP-BC
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The Lilly & The Sparrow’s Experience Missions Gala
The Lily & The Sparrow organization recently held
its Experience Missions Gala.The event was an evening of music, missions, and an authentic Peruvian
meal. The purpose of the organization is to EMPOWER people to be “world changers” in their families,
communities, and societies so they can DISCIPLE
people both nationally and internationally by propelling them forward in their relationship with God and

teaching them to be strong leaders. Finally, and most
importantly, they SPREAD THE LOVE of Jesus to
those he referred to as “the least of these” in Matthew 25:35-45. For more information on The Lily
& The Sparrow, and the annual Experience Missions
Gala, visit their website at thelilyandthesparrow.com.
Photography by Cait Nash Photography

Surcheros Serves “Fresh Every Day”
at Their New Jesup Location
Surcheros opened their Jesup location in the newly remodeled Cherry
Street City Center at 480 W. Cherry Street, in 2017. Chris and Year
Moye are the franchisees of the Tex-Mex restaurant founded by Luke
Christian. Christian opened the first Surcheros in Douglas, Georgia,
and shortly afterward opened restaurants in Waycross and Tifton. Locations now include Dublin, Moultrie, Brunswick, and Valdosta. Surcheros gathers wholesome ingredients from local sources and prepares
them every day. In fact, they don’t even have freezers – “only our daily
selection of the good stuff.”
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KIMBERLY ANDERSON ROZIER, CPA, PC
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

• BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
• BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
• ESTATE & GIFT
TAX PLANNING
• FINANCIAL PLANNING
• TAX PREPARATION

“Not Your Ordinary Bean Counter”

183 N. Macon St. Jesup, GA 31545

•

912-427-2900

•

karcpapc.com

Accident? Deer? Broken Windshield?
Hail Damage? Custom Color or Stripe?
Need a Tow?

Son of Danielle & Jason Martin
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T

MORE Series
Luncheon

he Coastal Pines Technical College Foundation hosted the
fourth MORE Series Luncheon with Stacy Bass as the featured speaker. Bass entertained the crowd of 300 attendees
on the topic of “A Southern Gentleman Entertains.” Stacy’s work
has been featured in Carats & Cake, Weddings Unveiled, Southern
Distinction, Occasions, and seen on ‘Style Me Pretty.’ Stacy also
owns Straton Hall Events and is a 2017 WeddingWire Couples
Choice Award Winner. Before the fabulous luncheon, attendees were
able to shop at the MORE Marketplace. Local vendors provided a
great shopping experience. The next MORE Series Luncheon will
be in November 2018.
The MORE Series Luncheon raises money to provide scholarships
for students at Coastal Pines Technical College. 99% of Coastal
Pines Technical College students use financial aid of some kind to
complete their education.
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101 Peachtree Street
Jesup, GA 31545

912-427-8825
OPENING MAY 2018

Southern Manor Trading Company
Greg & Nicole Suggs

Interior Decorating • Renovation • Remodel

www.papajohns.com

410 W. Cherry Street Jesup, GA
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(912) 424-5140

southernmanortradingco@gmail.com
www.southernmanortradingco.com
State Licensed & Insured

welcome

WEEKLY SCHEDULE:
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9:15 AM
10:30 AM
6:00 PM

Wednesday
Family Night Supper
Choir Practice
AWANA
Youth
Adult

5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

Rev. Vann Dempsey, Pastor • Rev. Gary Johnson, Children/Administration • Rev. Mark Santana, Youth/Associate Pastor • Bruce Harris, Director of Music

CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
415 East Cherry Street, Jesup, GA. 31546 | cbcjesup.org | (912) 427-2366

YOUR LOCAL SKIN EXPERTS
We oﬀer a full range of health and dermatologic
services for adults and children and specialize in all
skin types. Our services are comprehensive and
include medical, surgical, and cosmetic dermatology.

Advocate and leader in e
awareness and treatment
of skin cancer. Schedule your
annual skin check.
DiPRETA DERMATOLOGY
MOHS SURGERY | GENERAL DERMATOLOGY | COSMETIC SKIN CARE
EDWARD DIPRETA, MD (Board Certiﬁed Dermatologist & Mohs Surgeon)

1007 South Macon Street • Jesup, GA
912-427-4344 • WWW.DiPRETADERMATOLOGY.COM

Chasity Geiger, PA-C
Certiﬁed Physician Assistant

866.403.3376
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Downtown Development
Authority Banquet

D

espite the threat of hurricane weather,
the Downtown Development Authority
Banquet was, again, another successful
banquet showcasing future projects and awarding
Facade and Sign Improvement Grants. Downtown
Director, Maika Weathers introduced downtown
businesses to the Downtown Master Plan project with the University of Georgia's Carl Vinson
Institute, inviting each business to participate and
communicate with UGA their thoughts and ideas
for the future of downtown Jesup. The DDA also
awarded Facade and Sign grants to several businesses: $1500 Sign Grant awarded to Cafe Euro,
$2500 Facade Grant awarded to Albert and Jerilyn
Bennett for the Macon Street Brick Work Project,
$2500 Facade Grant awarded to Bodnar Chiropractic for new awnings and $250 Sign Grant awarded
to Garden of Eat'n. This grant is 100% funded by
local businesses who strive to give back to the
community and support the positive changes in
historic downtown Jesup.
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Cale & Chris Harris, Owners

TAX PROBLEMS?
SMALL BUSINESS OWNER?
LOOKING TO PROTECT YOUR
ASSETS FROM THE IRS?

(912) 427-3791
JESUP:
274 SW Broad Street
P.O. Box 448
Jesup, GA 31598
Phone: (912) 427-3791
Fax: (912) 427-8760

BLACKSHEAR:
317 Main Street
P.O. Box 680
Blackshear, GA 31516
Phone: (912) 449-4724
Fax: (912) 449-0546

Juanita
M.
Holsey
ATTORNEY AT LAW

The Holsey Firm can provide legal representation in
the following areas: Criminal matters, Traﬃc
Citations, DUIs, Juvenile Court matters, Civil matters,
Family Law matters, and Federal Tax issues.
To schedule a
consultation, please call

(912) 208-2353

or e-mail us at
Juanita@holseylaw.com.
149 E Cherry St.
Jesup, GA 31545
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Our goal is to offer the highest standard of dental care to our
patients in a comfortable and relaxing environment. Dr. Hugh
and staff work together to establish happiness, self-esteem,
comfort and optimal dental health for each of our patients.
We strive to be efficient and encouraging
while creating

beautiful smiles.

(912) 427-7072

107 Drennon Drive
Jesup, GA 31545
www.jesupdentist.com

BOTANICAL
T

Bliss
BY ETTINA JORDAN

hese days it’s all about what’s trending. So
often this is something that has history and is
being presented to the consumer with a fresh
approach. Such is the case with one of The Top 5 Food
Trends of 2018 and a personal favorite of mine, flowers.
Botanicals are gaining momentum in the culinary world
by adding flavor as well as value to food by creating a
mind and body connection. It is more than upscaling
nostalgic comfort foods by using botanicals as a garnish
for aesthetics of plating a colorful dish. Consumers are
welcoming this mega food trend that is creating flavor
explosions and textures to their favorite food and beverages giving them new flavor experiences.
Botanicals have been used for centuries all over the
world. For thousands of years, people have used
flowers to provide sweet or savory essence to water or
oils. Some of the most refreshing beverages, sorbets,
and other sweets are flavored with lilac, rose, hibiscus,
jasmine and orange blossoms. These provide fragrant
aromas with spicy, sweet and woodsy tastes, giving us
powerful and unique flavors to some of our favorite
cuisines.

With consumers making a push to vegetable-forward
cuisine and locally sourced produce due to a focus on selfcare and better eating, botanicals are becoming more than
just color added to the plate to be appealing to the eye.
Nowadays botanicals are an integral part of the plate and
expected to be eaten. This trend toward a centuries-old
practice is allowing culinary visionaries the freedom of
diversifying existing food categories by creating new
elegant and exciting dishes as well as dressing up old ones.
Botanicals add to the holistic dining experience and allow
us to travel down the road to culinary indulgence.
So the next time you are dining out don’t be surprised if
you find a flower floating in your cocktail or bowl of soup.
This popular trend is no longer for the elite diners wanting only the finer things in life. Restaurant establishments
are also not the only ones pushing this colorful trend to
the front of the line. The grocery market is catching on
to this popularity and botanicals are one of the new items
headed to stores in 2018. If you are lucky enough to experience a botanical opportunity, I encourage you to try one
of these natural ingredients that add a colorful, bold twist
to your meal; you might just like it.
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ayne County hosted visitors and dignitaries from across the state for “Day For
Wayne” held annually in November. The event, coordinated by the Wayne
County Board of Tourism and sponsored by many local businesses and agencies,
promotes Wayne County’s quality of life. It also allows local elected and business leaders
to mingle with regional and state decision-makers and to foster support for Wayne County’s needs and interests. Visitors and locals enjoyed hunting, river and farm tours, and a
lunch. “Day For Wayne” was held at the Clanton River Ranch on the Altamaha River.
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Sunday:
10AM Sunday School
11AM Worship
Wednesday:
7PM Adult Bible Study
Inside Out Youth
Clubhouse Kids & Nursery

Pastor Justin
Moriarty, Tiﬀany,
Hank,John and
baby Esau

Full SSvice Landscape
CCpany SSving Wayne
CCnty and the GGden Isles

1549 S. US Hwy 341 • Jesup, GA 31545
131 Newman Drive • Brunswick, GA 31520

912-530-6652
carterlandservices.com
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912-586-6817

Highway 341 • Odum, GA 31555

Protecting and Enhancing The Environment
Throughout time, people have used land and
natural resources to improve and enrich human life.
Farmers extract nutrients from the land to grow
food, and then they restore the land for future
use. Likewise, Chemours extracts minerals and
then returns the land to its pre-mining state while
protecting and enhancing the environment.
We are proud to be a part of Wayne County.

Chemours.com

©2016 The Chemours Company. Chemours™ and the Chemours Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of The Chemours Company.”

MURPHY

BUILDERS SUPPLY
“Buy Where the Builders Buy”

SSving Wayne CCnty ff Ovv 70 Yees
(912) 427-9568

feed & farm supply
tools & propane

3689 savannah hwy
jesup, ga 31545
912-427-6966
www.jesuptrademart.com

156 NE BROAD STREET • JESUP, GA 31546
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Boots and Bling
Father-Daughter Dance

T

he Odum Homecoming Committee (OHC)
recently held a Valentine’s Day dance with a
special twist: it was for fathers and daughters of all ages. OHC chair Cheyenne Moseley
explains, “We wanted to have an event that would
strengthen the bond between fathers and daughters.” From this desire, the committee decided to
put on a Valentine’s Day dance especially for their
target audience, fathers and daughters. With the
newly-renovated Odum City Gym being available,
the committee locked in on a Saturday before Valentine’s Day, February 3rd, and began planning.
Attendees were treated to a buffet of party food
and a complimentary portrait. Many also won
door prizes donated by local merchants. Dancing
ranged from slow dances, while many fathers
carried their young daughters, to almost everyone doing the Casper Slide, to the Cupid Shuffle
(the clean version, mind you). At other times, the
daughters took over the dance floor while fathers
stood on the sideline. “She has more energy than
me,” commented one dad while watching the girls
dance from the comfort of a bleacher. Committee
member Vicky Higgs comments, “Everyone had
a great time. It’s wonderful seeing fathers spend
quality time with their daughters.” Cheyenne
agreed, saying, “We were thrilled to see fathers
and daughters bond and have fun.”
The success of the Father-Daughter dance has the
Odum Homecoming Committee already thinking
about next year. Vicky states “We definitely want
to do this again,” to which Cheyenne added, “And
hopefully make it an annual event.” Judging by
the success of this year’s event, they’re off to a
great start.
Photography by Cheyenne Mosley
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Call to schedule
a FREE
Consultation

Tax Preparation &
Reporting
Business Consulting
Accounting &
Bookkeeping
292 E. Cherry St
Suite 3
Jesup, GA 31546

912-294-5301
Julia Emerson, EA
Accountant / Owner

www.emersonaccounting.com

“Real Estate Is
OO Only Business”

LOCAL, PERSONAL,
QUALITY, CUSTOM WORK
WHERE FRAMING IS AN ART

NEED IT RIGHT NOW? WE OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF TABLETOP
FRAMES IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND SIZES.

Main Street Frame Shop
Beautiful, Quality Custom Framing Done Right!
1403 Newcastle Street • Downtown • 262-0050
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ROBERT A.
PUMPELLY, IV, MD

“WE LOVE HELPING
OUR PATIENTS”
124 MEMORIAL DRIVE
JESUP, GA 31545

912-427-4413

Accepting New Patients
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Murphy Builders Supply

murphybuildersupply.com
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Boykin Steel & Crane
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Calvary Baptist Church
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Candice McKinley Art

theoutsiderproject.top
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Odum Church of God
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Carter Land Services

carterlandservices.com
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Papa John's
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Chemours
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Partners Risk Services
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City of Jesup

IFC
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Coastal Pines Technical College
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Prime South Bank
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Coastal Solar Energy Solutions

coastalsolar.com
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R & R Auto & Camper Sales
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Crandall Eye Physicians & Surgeons

crandalleye.com
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Rayonier Advanced Materials
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Dipreta Dermatology

dipretadermatology.com
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Remax Elite
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Duckworth Properties

duckworthproperties.com
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jesujpga.gov
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Fit Miss Personal Training & Health Club

genauxphotography.com
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jesupdentist.com
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Renue Plastic Surgery

eam-corp.com
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emersonaccounting.com
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Royal Pools

expresspros.com
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Savannah Vascular Institute

tobefitmiss.com

IBC

Shaun O'Quinn Country Financial
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SMaRT Physical Therapy

nesmithjesup.com
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homesofjesup.com
renuemd.com
royalswimmingpools.com
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Georgia Dermatology

gaderm.com

74

Georgia Hospice Care

georgiahospicecare.com
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Southeast Georgia Health System
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Gooey's Pizza

gooeyspizza.com
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Southern Manor Trading Company
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Harris & Company

tannercpagroup.com
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Surcheros Fresh Grill

harris-realty.net
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Sybil's Family Restaurant

jesupdoctor.com
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The Bankruptcy Group

hospicesoga.com
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The Holsey Law Firm, LLC.

jesupfuneralhome.com
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The Trade Mart
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Tim's Home Medical
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Trinity Baptist Church
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Wayne County Board of Commissioners
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Wayne County Chamber of Commerce
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Wayne Family Fitness
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Wayne Family Practice
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Harris Real Estate
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Headley Family Medicine, LLC
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Hospice of South Georgia

71

Howard Jones Funeral Home
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Interstate Credit Union

86

Ja Je's
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Jesup Premium Storage
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Jones Drug Company
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Jones Medical Equipment
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Jones Prescription Shop

ifcu.org
jesupstorage.com
jonesmedicalga.ybsitecentger.net

sghs.com
surcheros.com
sybilsfamilyrestaurant.com
bankruptcygroup.net
holseylaw.com

trinitybaptistchurchjesup.org
waynecountyga.us
waynechamber.com

waynefamilypractice.com

Please thank these advertisers for making this publication possible! Support these businesses and buy local.
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